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‘the spectroscopic studies of doped crystalline
substances have revealed the possibility at their use in
lasers. Inthe recentyears tocona. wenayeawecte
large scale intensive March for laser ctystale capable
of efficient emission at tom temeretntu both in the
ultraviolet and in the visible regime oi the optical
spectrum. The possibility of using rare earth ima in
crystals as new laser mterials has neauitatod a complete
understanding ot the excitation and dc-«citation ucheniems
of these ions. ‘me advent of lasers initiated the most
interesting and hiaaly detailed investigations into the

spectroscopic features of laser crystals lib GU12 ant“.

'1'his thesis aim to prasmt the results of the
experimntal investigations on the nitrogen laser excited
fluorescmce of ease rare earth doped alkaline earth
fluorides. It also contains the details of a pulsed
Ritrogma laser. a fluorescence aniesian spectrometer and
e lifetim spectromter.

‘Ihe thesis begins with a brief introduction to
the diffu-mt aspects at the luminescence in crystals;
‘rho different factors affecting the lumneacencc and the



spplicetione of luminescence ets described in this chapteg.
A brief introduction to laser crystals and the spectral
characteristics of rare earth ions are also diacusnd in
the secmd half of the chapter.

Ithasbemohcerved thateqoodnumberof rare
earth inns in differuat crystals absorb the W radiations
ot the nittoqcn laser to emit fluorescence in the visible
regim. Hanover. being a pulsed laser with very high
peak power of extremely short duration. lifetinn measure
nmts of excited states on he successfully «tried out
using this laser. A nitrogen laser was therefore used as
the source at excitation in the present investigations
sued the details of its design considerations ere given
in the second chapter. some petalastrio studies like the
power mesttrcts laser spectrum mslyeis and power varie
tious with additives are also carried out on this laser
and the results are presented in the sen chapter.

The experinutei details on the recording at
the fluorescence spectrum and litetim lleesnrfits are
given in the successive chapters. since a lcxowiedqs ot
thebehaviourof thspurenateriels canpmvidsshesis
for understanding the behaviour at the awed neterieis.

the fluorescence spectra of pure Cara. err: ms! nu‘,



1.1.1

were initially invvutigetod with an nitrogen laser
«Imitation and the results are presumed in chapter 111.

rmoroscmco studies of ca, sac?”
3* are described in the next chapter.

Theemiuaion apectraanrecordodetbothwrandlzrr.

for different
eoncaxtrationa of no

‘reweramxe dependent omcmtretian qumchinq at £1301‘:

scenco was observed for car, :1-193* and is discussed with
the help of the mercy level diagram of tie“.

Visible finomecence of ad“ in Cefa. saw; and
Bar: for two different concentrations of Rd“ is also
studied with Nitrom laser ezacitetion and presented in
chapter V. strong blue fission was «observed from that:
crystals. rho energy levels and transitions involved in
the visible fluorescence of Nd“ are also included in
this dxapter.

‘me study of fluorescence or car: um“ in given
in dzeptu VI. no visible fluoreecence was observed under
Nit:-om laser excitation and hence the uninsion of these
crystals was studied with a xenon are excitation. 1130
results and conclusions of the investigation: are mum.-ieed
in a separate chapter at the and oi the thuia.
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‘ma results at the about investigation have
been caauantcated in the form of fiollawzlnq msaardt papora.
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CHAPTER I

HJI‘@E.SCBH@ DU QXSTAIS

1.0 mtromactian

The phenomenon of luminescence has hem known

from ancient times. Bio and chemo luminescence are mmtionw
in the Indian vedee and the Chinese Book of odes. Lumines

cence is e process whidx is characterised by the emission of
visible and ultra--violet radiation in excess of thermal
radiation in a given materiel. ‘rho cpaiity and quantity of
luminescent emission are strongly dependant on the nature
at cm emitting materiel!‘ . the Preparation of the first
lumineecaat material was from neutral berite powder me! after
that counties: observations at natural and artificial
phosphors have been made. ‘rho epectxoecopin investigations

were initiated by stokes and the laws of lmnixtemace decay
were introduced by Becquerei.

Present day research into luminescence began from
the midciie of 1930 mm the two mjor mechanimm of
lumineecmce. the glow of discrete centres ma the glow of
cryetallophoephore were distinguished. In the term: case
the absorption and emission processes proceed within the



luau of indiviaul ions and molgailoa in crystals
tspuatanoous and inclined lmninesconco) while in the latter
the absorption of limt is aerial by internal ionisa
tion and photocananctim (reoambinatianal luminescence) .

The band theory of luminoaaneo was also dnvoloped
attho same tin anduacdin into:-prctinq tho glove!
cryatallophosphora like ms, silicataoc and Phosphates.
However. there were two basic limitations for than investi
gations. Firstly thuy rcmninod xirical an the namrc of
electron capture levels was not oounidcrod. secondly.
invustigatioua did not cover cryatala with discrete centres
whoreae the luminescence of discrete cutter and: an ill“
and an“ in silicate. bureau and other minerals has much

imortance. systematic research into the lumnoaounoo ot
discrete centres began in 1950. when optical Ipoctroucopy
0: solid: received new imotus by the use at the crystal
field theory.

1 .20 Major dcvalopncnts

‘rho discovery and successful applications of
lasers and meets serum as a starting point for tho moat
intarest1.nq and dctailod investigations into the spectro

scopic foaturea of laser crystals: like car, uz:3*.



ca, sang’ and Cairo‘ 3333*. spectroscopic investigations
also covered such system as cacao, 3312+. znsu2s3"' and

ans 3633. ‘the lumimscenco of rare earth ions in car: and
other alkaline earth fluorides had become the best studied
type of luminescence centres. with the developmmt of
lasers, various luminescence thmries also began to take
shnpe4'5. mminescmce of minerals with their spectro
scopic characteristics and interpretation uncovered new
potmtialities for luminescence in m1nera1ogy‘*7. nmovar.
still much has to be done to adtieve an sufficiently
complete informution of luminescmcc in almost all minerals.

From the traditional mterials. lmai.nesc¢noe
research has been extmded recmtly to inhouomcouely
doped crystals? emrphous raaterialsg‘ 10 and structured
thin films“. ‘more is new a trend to give more attention
to research on the applications of luminescence. mtteneive
investigations on displays---cathode ray screens and
electroluminescence displays--are currently on the increase12'13.
Phosphor particles coated with otiwr phosphors and structured
multiple coatings“ are also being investigated for fluorescent
laws. The luminescent solar collector concept has attracted
widespread attention and scientists are in search for suitable
matBr131U1s'  0



aueard: our non-radiativu processes and multi
phaaon rolaatatiounnde. the lvninanccnco and properties
or colour contra” and the variant affects of high excita
tia: pbonouuna2°‘u'n arc aim in the toutront of tho
luinesccnco studios. Advancca in laser technology have
undo available unable radiation of oaztruoly high powers
opening the possibility of coualctinq various types of
nonlinear spectroscopy m 1111.-.3: ion system. ‘may
iocludc phmounua Inch as two or multiple photon absorption

by single ions and co-operative trmnitiona by two’ or more
£@Io

The application of lean: spoctroscopic tcdzniquea
to the study of optical properties of ions in insulators
has led to rapid advances in our understanding of various
static and mm: aspcct o£ interactions which affect
these optically active system. ltoocntly solar” has
reviewed tho todzniquos awloycd in that laser apoctroev
of solids while their application to luminescent ions in
crystals is reviewed by You and solar“.

1.30 Absorption spectra

flu phmomnon of luminescence can be
with optical abwrption. when a crystal is. illtminatod with



nunachfitic lidnt when wavelength can be varied. the ions
In the mfillod shall. pass from the ground state to the
excited state ma this is attanaod by tho appearance 6: an
absorption band in thc optical spoctrm.

1.31 Inminoscmcc spectra

lens in a crystal that an excited to an upper
level will return to the ground state eithar by radiation
losa transition: or by way of fissim tranaitima. This
mission transition will appear in the form of a band in
the luminescence spactra. ‘flu position of the band in the
luminescence spectrum does not dopmd m the mthod of
cxcitatian. but in determined by tho intarlovol spacing.

1.32 nxcitatian opictra

A llminescmt crystal absorb photons sahich
excite it. but all those nbsorhcd photons need not ancitzo
photolumineacencoa ‘rho atcitatieu spectra therefore do
not necessarily ooincido with the corresponding absorption
spectra. in the emcitatian woctra. one cm obaorvu a fglaw
as a result of the tranaitim frm the missicn level. ‘the
excitatia) spoctnm mail! that for an effective luminescence
in the crystal to mniteat itself. the eumsial levaia are
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not only necessary. but :51 so mat hams sufficient absorption.
"lilo excitation opoctra are made use of for dnoosing the
region of Iuminemenoo excitation. and also for determining
the pattern of the ion‘: energy levels. when its ooncmtration
is too small to obsorva the absorption Upcctro. A achwtic:
puuntation at the expo:-imntai not up for taco:-ding the
absorption spoc-tram. luminescmco mum and excitation
opoct:-tun is show in riq.1.1(a.h&o).

1.33 rluomsoance md phosphoresamoc

The general term lmntneamco is  classified
into fluorescence and phosphorescence. 11.9.1.2 draws the

processes involved in tluorcsconco ma phosphorcnounoa. It
the emitting system is raised by excitation iron {tho grand
state 1 to the excited state 9. it will return to the ground
state with cniaaim of light. ‘flu mnisaion ocmrs at u tilu
after an excitation. T being the lifetime oi the excited
state ma in of the ordor of 104 one. for atomic dipole
emission. ‘rho phcnomenon is tmorucmco it tho musics:
takes place by on: or most apontaaoous transitiau. lot it
on the contrary. tho miastim occurs with the intorvmtion
of a metastable state an tollouod by return to the uucaitod
state due to additioti of energy it is ptmuphoreoconoo.
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1.34 S1:OkO’O law

when an electron is excited. the mercy levels
occupied by the excited ‘electron md its resimal positive
hole move close together giving up energy as phonons
before a radiative transition occurs. I-moo reaonenoe
radiation cannot be observed in phosphors aitting broad
bands. Asaconsequmco. theme:-gyof themttedphaoton

hp. io usually cmaiderebly lean than that of the absorbed
primary photon hva ie. ho‘) hv. no in known: as stoke’:
low.

1.35 Redietioeless trmsitime

An excited ‘free’ electron has two means of

returning to its ground state. It cm mks a radiative
transition giving out a photon or undergo a phonon assisted
transition called rodiatiooleso transition. An excited
free electron and its residual positive hole usually have
appreciable kinetic energies and momenta which differ at
least in direction. their recombination is imrwable until
energy losses as phonon: have reamed their kinetic energies
and momenta to sufficiently low values. In other words.
a null portion of the available tree energy or an eocoited
electron may be sacrificed as phonon: to conserve momentum



hung a radiative transition. the larger the proportion
of excitation energy which is transformed into phoncns. the
loss will be the luminescence efficiency and the greater
will be the heating of the phosphor czystal during lumines
cence. Radiationlees loss of energy also takes place by
collapse of excitation states by small incrfits corres
ponding to phonon energies or by interaction of free
electrons with each other as in a ms or interaction with
stuns of the crystal.

1. 36 activators

From the earlier studies itself it is clear that
most usually the ability to exhibit luminescence is associa
ted with the presence of activators. These activators can
be introduced in two ways: tlmy my be ifirity atom
occurring in relatively mall concentrations in the host
crystal or stoichiometric excess of one of the constituents
of the host material. The latter is a case of selfi activation.
The presence of a certain type of imaurity may also inhibit
the luminescence of other centres in which case the former
is referred to as a killer.

1 .317 ate:-acteristic and ncncharacteristic luminescence

In characteristic luminescence the energy levels
involved are those of the activator atcrm thunselvea modified



pezheps by the host lattice. Here the incident quantum of
allergy is absorbed by an activator atom resulting in a
transition of one of the electrons from one quantum state
to another. when the excited atom returna to the ground
state. it looses a part of the energy due to lattice
interaction resulting in the mission of a photon of less
energy. Thus the emitted radiation will m red shifted
(St:dto‘s shift) compared to absorbed radiation. the non
characteristic luminescence is more comlicatuod. note a
charge transfer through tlm lattice is an easmtiel part
of luminescence process. In additim. the energy levels
of the host lattice modified by the presence of activate!
atoms are involved in the process.

1.3% Effect of crystal field an the spectra of ions

when an atom is locataa in a crystal it is mbjoctod
to various Qh electric fields produced by the
ligands. This results either in the splitting of energy
levels. or modification of energy levels which are essentially
broumt about by perturbation canned by the interaction between
ligands and i@:-icy ions. Interaction of the doped ions with
host lattice mdifioo also the lattice mercy. Introduction
of dopants will change luminescence characteristic of phosphors
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‘due to the change in the dietrilmtion ot eel: activated
entree and appearance of new centres.

1.40 caaiiguratim co-ordinate model

This is e scheme intromaced by Von Hippel

in 1936 to give qualitative description of optical processes
in ltminescent emu.-es. Later this achm was applied to
lay problems of luminescence. ‘lilo configuration coordinate
nodal is illustrated in Pig.1.3. The ordinate is the total
energy of the system for ground and excited states of the
centre including both icnic and electronic term. ‘me ebcisse

in a configuration co-ordinate mick: specifies the configura
tion of the ions around the centre.

Here the equilibrium position of the ground state
occurs at A. Hhm the centre absorbs liwt it is raised to
the excited state at B obeying Franck Condon principle. After
the centre has reedaed the excited state the ions of the system
adjust to a new equilibrium C: the energy difference between B
and C is avm off as lattice vibrations. Having reached the
new equilibrium position C the emitter may realm to the ground
state at D by mission of a quantum of ltmineecent lidat.
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Relaxation from D to A 13 by means of energy dissipation

through lattice vibrations. Gwicusly the energy of the
mlttod photon ls manor than that of the absorbed photon
because some mergy is transferred to the lattice. The
amount of this shift (stoka'a ahlft) arising in a given
systm dapmda on the interaction of the cmtre with tho
ne1¢Ibouri.nq ions. In addition to the 8toke'a shift.
these curves account for the mom decrease in lumines

cence offlcimcy at very high trramrea.

1.41 Send theory model

The application of quuatuux mechanics to the

luminescent phenomena resulted 1:: the develowt of the
band theory model for electrons in a periodic potential
and the theoretical basis for omoltona in crystals. An
energy band ma the collective electron thwry has hem
developed by many workers to explain the long durational
phosphorescence of plzotooctlnq phosphors. than atoms
are arranged in an orderly my ma in close proximity to
each other to form a crystal. the energy states for the
electron in atm are disturbed by nntual interaction.
As a result. the discrete electronic states are broadwed
into bands of allowed energy, separated by torblddut bands.
‘rho uppermost completely filled band is called tho
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values band ma the next: allowud band is called thebflfldo
1.50 General rxmrks on factors that affect luminescence

spectra

‘ma emission spectra of phoaphors are primarily}

functions  camoaitions and atructnroa. I'll: locations
and shapes of the unisaion lines and ~— -=~—..   aniaaion

bands are git-actically unaffected by the naturo or energy
of the pritary oaccitant particle at low axcitaticn densities.
However. at hiw oxcitatim densities, tho phosphor crystals

may bczcomn mflficimtly heated to produce a relatively small
taxman-atura Ifimrietion or the emission apoctra. no spectral
distribution of m:lasion of a phosphor is therefore a
function or (1) the eomosition. structure and intrinsic
dagreqfot perfection of the phosphor host crystal (2) the
kinda and amounts of activators (iwuritiua) in the crystal
and (3); that  of the phosphor during ltminaacance.

1 . S1 Actiona;,s of host crystal

Phosphor host crystals apparcntly perform two

{major funcztionsg. (1) The host crystal may have auorgy levels

‘fuck  a suitable radiative transition is possible.
Ky.-has  more probable: mm a perturbing intuaaifior
impurity is incorporated in the crystal.
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(2) ‘rho host crystal may fimotion primrily as a mxspiua.-esiorn
and mercy transfer medium which surrounds an originative
typo activator atom anti yet allows radiative transitims

to tab pla/co chiefly in the field ot the activator atom.
when either: the chin: mitting atm or its ntrongly
influantiél ligands are closely bound to the other atoms
or the hoot crystal. the mercy lowly oi tho omcitod and
ground states of valence electrons involved in the radiative
transition are usually proliferated into hands.

1.52 Action of activators

Activators my be classified in two major groupa
according to their influence on the emission spectra. scan
activators are found to ovoho or intmsify a latent emission
line or hand of the host crystal. These typo of activators
are knolm as intensifier activators. There is another class
of activators lmown as originativo activators which produce
new emission lines or hands at the expmao of tho original
mission bands of the host crystal. Two or more activators
m suitable proportions in a givux host crystal may sometimes
be used to produce diffezmt fission bands.

1.53 Action of temperature

In gemral. the emission bands tend to becolno
narrower and soluetima dovclop lines as the trrnturo of
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the luminesccnt mterisl is decreased. But in the case
of 8m. Pr mud in in various host crystals. the locations
and widths of the line unissim spectra are tmaffected
by decrease in thrature. This in because for these
materials. the emission transition ocmr between shielded
inner mergy levels of atm which have incomlets inner

shells. In the case of A13O3:cr3"' at low twrataires.
the narrow bands lying on the long wavelength side become
more intmu in emission whereas those on the short wave

length side become more intense in absorption.

1.54 munching

‘the fluorescence of a substance is mnerally
more affected by the environment than the absorption. For
example. the fluorescence can be strongly 'quondIod' ie.
tin quantunt yield my be lowered by substances which
have little influence on the absorption spectrum. Quenching
processes fall into two general types. collisiulal quenching
and quenching by formation of a complex. There are also
temperatttrc quenching. oxygen qumching. concentration
quenching mo impurity quenching. Quenchers o£ the first
type effectively shortm the lifetime of the excited state.
since more collisions are possible with longer excited
states. molecules with long mccited lifetimes are more
sensitive to this typo of quenching.
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‘rho formlao giving the relation between: qumncher
oonoontxation and fluoresomco £0: collisional quenching is

A 4» 1'11’: Bmissioh
hA + vi A 4» heat mtcrnal

radiationlesa
comotition
process

A -0 heat collisional— quonching

K’. K‘. xx and X‘, are rate constants for tho xoopoctivo
processes. A’ is the amber of excited atoms.

(a) cwoontraticn quenching

ror most. of the activators the luminescence

intensity passes through a unximm and than decay: with
increase in concmtration. Change of the luminescence
intensity with growing concmtratioo of the activator is
different for ditferont activators. Umally for most of
the crystals the mnximm is observed with the activator
content oz about 1%. concentratzion quenching may also
occur due to the interaotim betwom ions of tho sumo kind

due to (1) an mission--roabaorption energy tractor
betwoon ions of the same kind. (2) non:-adiativo resonance
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multiple energy transfer between ions of the sum type and
(3) the interaction with the charge transition band.

ch) Quenching in ‘pure’ crystals

1!: met inorganic crystals without any substantial
emount of impurities, no luminescence is observed (Neel).
whereas some other pure crystals display the presence of

luminescence (CewO‘). This is either due to the interectim
with the lattice of the excited state and subsequent
relaxation or me to energy transfer frat: one ion to the
Othflre

1.55 sensitizatim and mercy transfer

whai there are two ectivators in a crystal.
though the mseim lines do not change due to the presence
of the second activator, the tollowing changes are possible.
(1) The intensity of the luminescaace spectrum of one ion
can gain in strength at the expuxse of the diminishing
intensity of the other. (2) An ion not luminesc-mt at a
given concentraticn in a given crystal becfis luminescent
in the presence of another ion in a different crystal.

(3) Luminescence of an ion can be observed under conditions
of an excitation in which it is not luminescmt without the
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pursuance of anothor ion (4) tmtenaitiad lumineacmwo can

be about-vod from an: ion with tamlete quenching ot the
OthO1"o

mm above changes in lmnoscanca c! an ion
inthoprosonoootthoothnraruazetotranafarofmccitm
tian energy from one to the other. luminescence at ions
oxcitcd as a result of the enurqy transfer from other ions
united in the abmrpticu band is termed sensitized lumi
nescence and ted: as shown below.

s*————-> A‘I i
Rare 8 in the unsitizor. A the activator and 8* and A*
are excited states. smaitiaaticu is emzayed to rain
the offactivmou of laser radiation. The transfer of
energy from sanitizer to activator in aceamplishcd by
tho following types of energy transfer nechanim (Ii‘g.1.4)
(1) omission—ruabsoa.:-ptian (2) resonance radiation).-ass and

(3) nanroamanec radiationless. The mercy trmafcr
between different trivalent rare earth ion: is out of the
mat common mnitestationn of sensitized luminescence.
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Fig.l.4 Sensitization and energy transfer

gag - Emission reabsorption mechanism
b - Resonance radiationless mechanism
c - Non—resonance radiationless mechanism
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1.60 Kinetics of luminescence

we usually distinguish two kinds of luminescence
processes that with kinetics of the first order (mononucle
cul ar mechanism) and that having second or&r kinetics
(bimolecular mechanism).

(a) First order kinetics

The nuxrber of excited electrons '11‘ decreases

according to a constant probability law

1- --oCdt (1)
which gives 11 an n°e'Q and since the luminescence

intensity I I! §

1 an I°o"'m" (2)

The major characteristic of excited states is
their lifetime. ie. the average stay of ion in a givm
excited state.
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(13) second order kinetics

‘mo probability to: ncewinatton is proportional
to the amber of available cut:-as

39 an -oCnde (3)
and no '13’ doc:-eases hypubolically with tan

(1 + no oCt)

the lumtnescmoe decay than being given by

I -I  I OQII2 (5)
thus I - ---E3--- (6)

(1 + as)’

an dacay thus becomes more rapid as the excitation
tntmatty is increased.
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1.61 Lifetime of a lovcl

‘rho lifietimo of a lcvol Tm is related to the
Probability Am 0: transition hetwem levels m and n and
also to the oscillator strmgth for the absorption band

1,“.
ion and also for an ion in a crystal era shown in rig.1.5.

In a tree ion. lifetime ‘Tm of tho excited state 'm' is
inversely proportional to the transition probability Am

Re1ationsamcng"C.Amd£inthocaaeo£a£ree

from this level.

13¢ Tm "
The transitim probability Am is linked with tho osci
llator straagth '£nm' through tlm relation

_ 811202»:
O

3
1e. em - -2-‘£1.-;——~m (9)

substituting the values of 3. at and c one canwrite 2- 0.22 --’-’-- 1 (10)
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2

or am -- 4.s--;3,-am (11)

rromthodhoverelationcuocanabtainthovaluea £01.-the

transition probabilities ah cm 3"") ma um-man Tm
(in 8).

If transition from a qalvcn level. a cause aver

soveral adjacent levels. the life:-Jun T‘ 1.3 qtvn as

T - -3—— (12)
‘the ion in a crystal interacts with the Inrrotmdo

ing ions resulting in radlationless transitions. Tho
ptobability of radlattonleaa ttmaltiaw 41.9 the ptobabtlity
of lmnineacmea decay. The lifetime of tba energy levels
of an ion in a crystal is than reduced due to radtattonless
transitions.

«cm ..
:>:a_,+2cm

(13)

where can is the prabability at radiatimleu transition.
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This value of TN determines the experimental 1y
measured value of the duration of glow.

1.62 Quantum yield

The fraction of emissial trsnsitiau ( 2;“)
with respect to the sum o£ emission and redistionless

transitions ( 2 an -0- Egg) is defined as cmanttm
yield .

.. .2.-.&_.._.
>:~..+E«=....

(14)

The quantum yield my be defined as a ratio of
the amber of photons emitted from a given level to the
nunber of photons excited to a uvon or other upper levels.
The ratio between the nmmer o£ photons enitted to the
number of photons incident on the crystal is the apparent
quantum yield. To get. the true yield. the proportion oi
energy absorbed by a given ion with respect to the whole
of the incident energy should also be considered.

(1-o""“>I orlab, '0 (1--R)---xi°- (15)
where ‘R’ is the crystal reflection coefficient.
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K0 and K are abaarptian eoetftcients of the pure crystal
and the ion within the cryatal. 't‘ is the thickness of
tho cxyatal.

1063 DCCBY 13W

‘nu lumtneocuncc decay law detarmnea the
diminution of the mute: of mated photons with time and

to dosigaatedps 3‘ (t)

fl- *3!‘ - -..»...-:52 us»in

who decay law can also be rewritten as

3‘ . u_.‘*m"- my
‘.30;  '3

The decay thus proceeds by fol lowing the expazantial law.

‘rho radiation power P 1.: associated with the

probability of transition Ann.

P -I hvmfim (18)
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Hence the emission intensity Imissim (of free ion)
can be writtm as

Iunieaion " Hmhvmfim (19)

‘the intensity of mnaion is that determined by

the probability of transition ‘Ann’ me! the oocilletor
strength 'f' of a given transition. In the evmt of
transitions with great oscillator strength on interaction
with the lattice can lead to a reduced auission intnmsity
due to redietionloas transitions.

1.70 Different kinds of luminescence

nnnimecence may be reergarfled eat way of converting

various kinds of motgy. sud: ea optical, nuclear. electric.
mechanical and chemical into light mnission. The type of
lumineacmnce omission depends on the type of mergy employed

for the ucitation. The followinc types of luminescence are
distinguished by the methods of their excitation.

(a) Photoluminescmce - This is proaaoed by abeorptim of
liwt. umally ultraviolet.

Cb) Cathodoluminescmce - This lurninescenco is excited by
accelerated particles like electron.
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(c) Radialuminescence - Here excitation is by means of high

energy particles like protons. o? and f3 particles and
fission fragments.

(d) Elactroluminescence -» Here eaccitatioa is produced by

the application of an electric field.

(0) Tribolumineecence - In this case the radiation is
emitted by e substance subject to mechanical forces.

(1) chemiluminescence - Excitation with liberation of a

part ct the energy in the form of light energy. is.
in this case mtissian eccomaniea a chemical reacuon,

(9) aioluminescence -- Excitation is produced due to
biological processes.

01) Roentgenoluminescence -- ‘min is excited with the help
of ordinary x-rays md its intensity increases with
rising voltage.

1.71 Differmt twee of lumineacatt system

nnnineecmt syetms in mineralogy is based on
the type of the electronic structure of the glow centres.
Thus we have the following luminescence systems.
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(:1) Transition metal ions

3+ 3+ 2In . Cr mam’ are thcmst largelyusod
ions of this group and these are also used in lasers.
‘the energy level diagram of the inns form a starting point
for the analysis of their luminescencazs. Among these
luvals there are emission and radiationless states and also
leveln onto which transitions yield broad ahsorptim bands.

The mission of mo a12o3:c:3* system has been studied in
great dot-.ail7'26'27. The luminescence of !t:2+ has also
ham studied wcll2a'29'3o. In this group Fe. Co and Hi
ions are strong qunnchers of luminescence.

03) Rare earths

‘lhe spectroscopy of rare earths include optical
and luminescent spcctrn. lasar cnissian. formation of
additive and radiation cmtras. EPR and tbormolumineacence.

By studying the 383+ ion luminescence we can out information

about excitation. energy transfer, the charge capture,
radiatim ionization. computation of the charge and form
ation of ellctrcn hole centrea. D3 mineralogy this trad
has a great potmtial. since all the trivalent and nearly all
divalent iona of rare earths are identified in the lumines
cence spectra at minerals.
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reofilov‘ and niche” have sinned up the results
at investigation: on  rare earth lminescmce spectre
nude till 1967. A mane:-y of the lines. met-gy levels ma

pnrmetere of the 1:33‘ in mm, is qivm by niche and
luewatet31'”. ‘me npectra of stare earth: in fluorite

ca, Hem elm subjected to detailed exan1nauun”"3°.
the spectre of rare earth: in synthetic fluorite: are now
the most extmsively studied aym—.an39"‘3 . Fluorite; with

ca”. Dy“, -ran”. ad“. 3:3’, mm“ and tie“ find use an
Iltflrillfl f0!‘ 1&DOX‘8e

Cc) Actinidee

Detailed structural spectroscopic investigations
of ectinides have helped a lot to obtain aheractetistica of
their electron structure in different crystals. and to
interpret optical and luminescent spectre within the frame
work of the crystal field and molecular orbital. chaos-1es“"“°.
Optical absorption and lummeecmce spectre of 112+. 03''’.

U“ and 116+ in synthetic fluorite ea well as the EPR a
along with the spectre of U“ in synthetic zircon“ have hem
studied in great mail.

49. 50

(6) nercuzy like ions: 9132"‘

In the ectivator group the next imfortent group
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0! tons 1a of the I-!g° type such as m°. cd°, ca". um’.
21*. ea“. sn”. ma“. and 313*. or all these ions. pbz"“
to the any impurity which has been well at-.ud1ed52"58.

this type of luminescence has beoana interesting for
lnuoraloqlcal studies after the intexpzetatzon of the mo“
Ipoctra. in feldspars and calclteasg.

(0) Electron hole centre:

It is only in the case of two types of electron
holo centres that lumlnascenco proves to he an effective

hotbed. namely for molecular ions 5;. 0; and for the I’
aggregate cmtres. The luminescence of r centres has hem
smdlod in great detail in alkali ha11aea°° and 1: has been ‘
observed in halite and £1uor1ta7.

(f) crystallaphoaphora of the ma type

natural sphalerlte to a modal ayatm of ocmsldaru
able importance for the theories of luminescence and is a
base material for 1um1nopno:s°1“'5°. ‘rho mdmnlmn of tea

glow was subjected to detailed investigations.

1.80 Applications of 1um1nesc:e.nca

fluorescent analysis o£ solids. solutions and
vapours is new attracting a good deal of attaxtial as
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lluorescmt wlbetencee find iumortant industrial applications.
fluorescent irpurity estimations provide a very emeitive
Inns of detecting trace irwuritiee in a variety of media
including solvents. aromatic hydrocarbons. the atmosphere
and water. Besides we can get information about molecular
and crystal structure from fluorescence process end else
provide insight into excitation processes which can help in
defining reaction phenomena. fluorescent analysis has
developed as a special method that finds epplication perti
cnlnrly in analysing mineral raw mterielesgfio. the
construction of electron probe. microenalyeera and of e W
microscope mac luminescence to serve as one of the methods
used conjointly with microscopy.

‘rechnicel application: of luminescence include
the conversion of (1) invisible light into visible in
lumineecmt lamp: (2) electron utcitetion into visible light.
in cathode re? tubes (in radiolocation and television) .
(3) X-ray uniesion into visible 11¢-xt in x--ray screens and
(4) nuclear radiation into visible light. in ecintillatore.
‘mace are joinw by thermolmunescent dosimeters need tor
registration oi nuclear explosions. Investigations into the
stimulated emission or quantum generators---lasers and users-—
provide a host of information on the fluorescence of rare
earth ions. eotinidee and some transition metal ions.
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stimlated eniuian has been observed firm some

or the fluorescent crystals particularly rare earth doped
crystals and are known as leeer crystals. {me study or the

rate of ltminescence decay and the quutme yield of lumines
cenoeie ulmiricentinleeerphyeiceutheyereuaedto
predict whether a given lmnineeoance media in suitable
for lasing or not.

LE3‘! crystals

trivalent rare earth lone have takm a dominant;
paaiticn es leeer-crystal activators responsible for
stimulated aiaaian proceemn. This is very much due to
the £1md%tel investigations at the eputroacopic behaviour
or rare earth lens in various inhale carried out by eeveral
ecientlete early in the ‘preheat’ period. stimleud
emission has hem observed so far in mare thm 280 insulating
crystals. A great mmber of mixed fluoride crystals with M“
lens are also used in laser system.

‘me most extensively and activator ice in laser
crystals in trivalent ueodytultmo It ecu en a laser 10:: in
eboutonolamdredandthirtynedie. Intheeeccudpleoe is
Holmium followed by Erbium and nmlium. Vuronko et el have

extended the range at active media theé have good prospects

for high mun: more by including the car,-ny“ c:yaea171.
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A good deal of imam: to research on tho
properties of activated crystals. particularly on the
concmtration quenching of the R33’ ton ltinllnoscenco

was glvm by Weber at aln. They investigated self

activated xdP5o4 crystals. which are new-a-days used
as a model for studying anal: ooacontratlon quenching
of the M” ion xumxnescenoe.

Blqxlflcant advances in the theotetical aspects
of laser crystal physics were made by the investigations
on the theory of crystal 151916.373 and general theoretical
problems of R234’ ton spectroscopy. Judd and afelt-'4
have doscrlhod the thoorotical aspects of RE“ ion
spectral intensity while carnall. Fields and Rajnok

3+report the theoretical malyals of onorgy levels of RE
1011575. Theory of oloctrmlc-vibrational trmaitlms.
multiphonon nonradlatlvo tranutlms and chmcal aspects
of crystal field theory are also studied by several
reaeardmersvs.

1.91 spectroscopy of rare earth: in crystalline mtrix

The most lmpreaslvo feature about the spectra
of rare earth (RE) ions in ionic crystals is the sharpness
of may lines in that: absorption and emission spectra.
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The narrow optical lines suggest that the intsrsctium
or an ions vith the crystalline envirmxuant is relatively
W.ako

‘the rare earths in solids are either divalent
or trivalsnt. Thai: electronic oonfigirations are
4£"ss’sp° and 4:“"‘ss’sp‘ a.-oapecuvezy. me not common
valence state of the rare earth ion in solids is the
trivalent me. Table 1.1 gives sous basic intormtion
about the rare earths stow: number, elsnmtp outer

slootronic 811011. free ion ground term and tasnde 9’
factor for tho trivalant stats.

‘rho «If electrons of the rare earth: are not the

outermost ones. ‘may are shielded from external fields
by two electronic shells with larger radial extension
(ss’5p‘). which oxplains the atomic unsure of their solid
state spectra. Due to the shielding. the «if slwtrons
are only weakly perturbed by the dmrgss of the surrounding
ligands.

1111: is uhythorarsearth ions aroused as
probes in solids. The spectroscopic properties can he
understood from a consideration of the free ions. the
energy levels not the 4: configuration for trivalmt true



table 1.1
nae rare earth elongate ma cans of their

spocuooeoplc properties
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33% Element  ‘gglmd factor
33.34» R334» gaRE3+

S? nanthanum 4£° (ss’sp‘) 18° 0
sa Cerium 4:1 (533 51:‘) 313/2 6/7
59 Praaoodyla 4:3 (5325395) 3n‘ 4/5
so neodymium 4:3 (59351:-‘J 419/2 8/“
61 pranmaumn 4:‘t5s’sp°) ~ 51‘ 3/5
62 Samarium 4:5 (58:51:36) ‘as’: 2/7
oz muropium 4:‘ (ss°sp‘) 7r° o
54 Gadolinium «:7 (533 sp‘) 93.,”
as Terbitun 4:°(ss’sp°) 7:-6 3/2
as Dyaropium 4:’ (533 sp‘) 6315/: 4/3
67 flolmiurn 49° (ss’sp‘) 518 5/4
as Erbium «*1 (5825136) ‘:15’, 6/5
so -munum 4:“'(ss‘sp‘) ‘as 6/7
70 Ytterbium 4:” gss’sp°) 2:7,, 3/7
71 mucmm 4:“ (ss’sp°) 180 o 
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rare earth ions haw ban analysed in the am spectra for77 - 78 79
3+ 953+ flllfi 383+ 0Pr

2: that ion is intromaod into a crystal. the
ion experiences an inhonoqanoona electrostatic field---the
crystal field, which in proawod by the diary: distribution

within the crystal. It nallovus the II; deqenoraay of the free
ion if levels. Experiments have about that for trivalent
rare earth ions. thc crystal field interactim is mallet
than the energy aaaparaticla of the various firm im terms.

l‘iq.1.6 shows motgy levels of all 333'.’ in the

(a) Abaerptim Ipcctra of rare earth ions

lnthoabsorpticnapectraotthorareearth
ions in crystals transitions are observable between levels
arising within the limits at tho 4:“ configuration
(r-t transition) and the um: of 4:"-—> 4:""1sa and
other mismd configurations. ‘rruasitinns within the 4:“
configuration lead to the line spectrum consisting of
weak narrow absorpticn 13% revealing a tin: strucmre.

Tranaitims am-.a the levels at Iiawd 41”’ 15:!

configuration. aw also onto tho 4£”"""6s and 41”’ 161:
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levels. result in the appeeranoo of broad intensive
absorption bands. In these transitions. tlw oacillator
strength is 3-4 orders higher than that for the forbidden
f-£ transitions. ‘the oscillator atrmqth is found to be
of the order of 10"'2--1O"'5. At low txoretures very
narrow lines of electron-vibratimal transitions appear
superposed upm broad bands.

(In mminescmoe spectre of rare earth ions

The R33‘ spectre arising from f-f transitions
are line spectra and they consist of 3 large maxim: of
narrow and weak lines. The presence of a large nuuber of
lines in the M3‘ luminescence spectra is due to the
splitting up of lower ulxltiplets into terms. The fine
structure of the an“ absorption and luminescence spectra

dapmad on the characteristics of the crystal. the presence
of co-activators. local or nonlocal compensation of the
charge. the manner of tho ion's incorporation in the
couples: with an I centre and concentration of the activator.
‘rho luminescence spectra also d%d on the conditions under
which the spectra are observed like teuperauxre and method
of excitation.

‘rhroe individual cases are distinguished in the
1132+ luminecvmce spoctraeo . (1) broad bands due to
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do»: transittata mug". mm’ in car’) (2) line spectra of
the 15-: transitions 0272*. ma‘, 3:“. 5532"’ in carz) and
(3) hroadbandsatmant%rau1romd13noapectraan
coounq tan” in 8:13 and B62). in law cameras.-.uxe spectra
at some 332* (m2"'. mg‘) narrow llnea with electron
vlbratlen replicas are seam superposed an the broad bands.
It is also observed that even if the cancentration is kept
the same the relative intensities at the luminescence of
different rare earth: are dlfferxmt because of the varieties:
in oaclllator atraxgth.

1 .92 rluortteo

mvestlgatlms into the spectra of rare earths
in synthetic fluorite: are now the most extensively
studied system. The investlgatims include mainly observa
tian and lntotpretetion of the luminescence spectra with
low and him reaolutlon.

nmuoacence and absorption spectra of all the
333*’ and an” 1:: nuortu have been ropnomood and later»
pretedendaaneotthorarcoarthaareabauvodtotormn
compnsx cmtro ens” + r centre) 1:: nuorxtoa. aw: rum
resolution several types of int:-ation 1n the structure.
depending upon the mean of the charge computation can be
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distinguished for each R33’ ion. Fluorite: are widely used
as materials for lasers after doping than with rare earths.
For the study of the relations of 3133+ in natural fluoritee
with different compensation. the high resolution lumines
cence spectra. absorption spectra and the RP}! spectra are
necessary.

1 .93 colour centres in crystals and their luminescence

In contrast to the wealth of data available on
most alkali halide uncle crystals. we still know very
little regarding the nature of the trapping cmtrea and

the ulochanim of luminescence in activated artificial Met:
type crystals when no at ca. 3: or Ba. A considerable
amount of investigations were done earlier on the thermo
stimulated luminescence and oolouring of natural fluorite81"86.
rurthor experilnents have shown that the low tmxperature
thennoluminesconce may be an to the destruction of the
self trapped state of the holes. It is known that when

Hera-TR” phosphors are irradiated at a tmeraturo of 7‘7°K
or lower. the holes formed in the crystals as a result of
the coolant interaction approadz a naigmbouring 1''’ ion

(Fluorine ion) form an I’; quaaimolecule. no thereby enter
into a self trapped stat-.e°2'°7 which can be detected either
by observation or electron paramagnetic resonance. or by



leuuteneutcttheeddltlonelebeorptlonlnthecptlcal
region. 1119 presence or electron acceptor llpnrltlee in
esrltala greatly mhwe the tctintlm of the eel! trapped
mu. Accotdlug to the date at Reyna and -Landau?"

this eel: trapped state in car, 1: deettoyed at e t%ratux'e
at about 138'K. An appreciable part of the released holes
recanblne with trapped electrons. while a ca:-tale pert nu’

again be trapped. fanning centres analogue to the V, and 1-!
entree in 1.11‘ and ether alkali. halide crystals.

the colour entree in alkali halides are usually
divided lnto electron centres 1' and 2 aqqremtc and hole
centres. v centres. m the optical absorption spectra of
alkali halides one can observe V absorption bands in the
Wteqlcn lnaddltlcn tot.-he lntmee rhamdmdhends due
to 1" aggregate centres ocmx.-ring in vlnlble raglan. the
models at these cutree were originally Iuggeated by

sauce” by analogy with the models £0: 3 metres. V1
centre (hole trapped by catlon vacancy) in entlnorph of

the I‘ cmtze. V2 centre (two holee trapped by cation
vecanclee) lo entlmorph at R: centre model etc.

lblecule lone  (Hal-Halogen) occur 1:: three
varieties depenalnq on defects with which they are linked.

(1) vi‘ centre 1: a molecule tan Hal; teklng up the position
at two usual lone. uhm one of thm loose: its electrons’
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ml; centre is linked neither with vacancies or inter
stitials. :1-. is called a self trapped hole- In the

fluorite vx centre 3; is oriented elm? Dog and
gccordingly has thmo non-equivalent positions and the

vi‘ can-.x'e disappears at 138 K. similar VK cent!-‘G8
hava &Efl $_80I‘V8d in 8172' B032

(ii) 1-! centre is a molecule ion Hal; teplaoing the position

(iii)

ratim.

of one ital‘ ion. Chemically. it is oquivalgmt to on
interstitial I£al° atom. but is better described as

Hal; (Hnl° 4- Hal’ as 331;). It in an interstitial
cmtrego 0

Vi. centre is a moleoulo ion Hal; roplaoing the position
of the cation H’ vacancy in. it is a hole omtre anti
motph to the P centre :19. a hole trapped by tho cation
vacancy. but divided not among six anions nu-rotmding
it. but only between two of than. In natural fluorite:
after their x-pray irradiation at 771: and heating above

1381: me can observe Vx oontrea ropresmting P; molecule
ions taking up the Ca2+ vacancy positim”.

All the Hall; ions have the cam 11 electron oon£igu
These elevm electrons are distributed all over the

molecular orbitals (G3 )2 (T\',A)fl" (TFEQ4 (G'1;*)1 ‘filo Impaired
electron occupies the antibonding orbital. If one looks
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at the Hal; centre as a molecule with an axial and not
an orthorhombic syunetry thm the ground state is to be

decimated 22: and the excited states as 2T3 ZTTLL ,'2. 92 ’Z3 .
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SPECTRAL SNDES AID PO’¢@ @flRCEHEl'.I'.'
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2.10 Introaaction

Pulaed laser action in N2 gas has been observed
and described by several auizhoreha. file him peak power,
short duration mt! short wavalmgth are imortant properties
that make this device suitable for several applications.
Tranavarnoly Excited Atmospheric (TEA) Nitrogen lasers of

diffex-at deaigns have been reported1°"15 with pulse widths
in the nanosecond and eubnanoucond regimes and output peak

powers of a few Hamwatte. Attempts have also been made

quite successfully by Dreyfus and Hodgaonm

coherent radiation at. 337.1nm using high energy electron
to generate

beam excitation of R3.

The nadzanim of the laser action in H2 is
unusual no the lifetime of the upper C31Tu level 1. about

40 neec: much shorter than that of the lower a‘rrq level
which is about 6 yusec. Population inversion can still
be achieved due to the fact that the electron excitation
cross section is about twico as large for the upper level
as for the lower level. so. by using a very fast discharge.

50
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the systun can he inverted. To maintain the necessary
cloctron tmperatnre and make the discharge faster.
transverse excltatlm to used in most cases. As the

cross-oectlosa of induced emission for the c3rru——> Bang
transition 1: large. thg population inversion in the
system decays very rapidly. and. in most cases. the gain
overcame the loss of photons for the 313910 pans of

the active mdltmo flwzncton no mirrors are necessary
if the length of an laser oxcoou a certain threshold
18319‘?-he

In transversely excited nltroqm laaora only
the 33‘7.1nm radzauan has been ccumonly obaervnd. mt
xasun and pen-aah’*7 has observed an amllttcatlon effect
in the (0.1) 35'7.7nm and (1.0) 315.9nm bands of tho

sucand positive syotm of N2. Later several others have
reported the appearance of the 357.7311: line along with

tho 337.1nm omission of R§8'19. Many researchers have
analysed the 337.1mn band o£ tho N2 laser spcctra and
have identified a number of rotational lines belonging
to the P and a branch transitions in the nltrogun
mo1ecu1o’°"'3‘. Bnchard at «.135 have rcporbod band:

due to (0.1). (0.2), (1.2) and (1.3) transitions in tin

N2-81; laser mlsaim.
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In this study. Nitrogen lam: mission spectra
was analysed and a large mime: of vibrational bands

belonging to the C317“ - nlrrg mould positive system of
the N2 molecule were identified.

considering the applications of the 3: laser.
there is a definite advantage in using this laser to
develop continuously unable dye lasers. to addition
to this major application. xobsyasi at al“ have and

s TEA pulsed N2 laser with a repetitive frequency of
100 cycles/sec. for the otmosplwrio pollution study.

some preliminary two photon absorption studies
in alkali halides have been made with this laser and it
has been observed that the UV radiation is absormd

resulting in the formtioo of an exciton which subsequently
is trapped at on imerfection in the crystal giving rise
to I‘ centres”. It is also found that with this less:

important free radicals like CH and C2 in several collimation
reactions could be pinpointed to extromly mall regions
as was shown by names”.

Finally. it has been observed that a good mmbor
of rare earth ions in different crystals absorb this
radiation strongly to om:lt fluorescence in the visible and
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infrared region: with good tluoreeoenoe yield. the
additional edvantew of using this leeer nd to
continuous lasers is that with high peek power of
extranelly short anretion. lifetime neon‘: of
fluorescence of excited states (oi rare earth ions) in
e nufier o£ crystals is 3 clear teeeihilityu

It in desirable to increase the output power
of their excited (TE) nitxogm laser for increasing
the fluorescence yield and euro for making it ideal for
some recently suggested high power epp1icatioee2"3°.
subsequent to the earlier ettempte of Beetles” teeny
reaeexohers have tried to enhance the output power or

'1'! H2 laser by using edditivee like 81". Ar, C24. 33 and
BF3. It is believed that these additives help either in
the efificimt gaming of the C311‘ state or in the quenching

of the Dirty state of the nitrogen molecule.

Levatter and Zia’: tried Argon. Sr‘ and various
reeubera of the Freon end Genitron fmily (eg. trioh1om
fluoro methane. dichlorotluoro methane. ohlorotriflumfo

methane etch). Among these additives. 836 was tound to
increaee the output power while Argon and newer: of the
Freon mad Genitron fmily showed no observable eitect ma



eomuere toundtocreate eroinqu Amxinumincreaee 01.’

about 1.7 times wee obeerved with 10-20% of 8!‘ edwed to

9330
Using 8!" as the additive sudnard 01: e125 also

observed increase in mtput power in the first positive as

well as the second positive system of :1: molecule. they
observed the 3s'7.6mn (0-1) emieeion to be more intense
than 337.inm (0--O) eueeion bend of nitrogen. ‘me action

of 81'‘ ie to deactivate the lower level in a short time
erred to the rate of eponten& deactivation from the
upper laser _level. This was against the result of willet
and utynsu” who and attributed the increase in power
to a modification or the electron energy distribution by

31" or it: discharge products. to the one that ravoure
the excitation of the upper laser levels. ‘me nlexiuun

power increase reported in 32-826 mixture is 140%

0:2 - so torr end an-6 - 4 tort) by Hehendaie and muwalxax-3‘.
They have aieo reported 25% increase in the power with

3:3 (7 tort) and 222 (so to:-r)’5.

various eminee such as triethyl amine. tripropyl.
amine etc. which have low ionization potentials were eleo
tried by mmy investigators. Using triethyl amine lmrnit
et :11“ observed almost 100% increase in the output power.
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Long pulee operatic) of en eleotxm hem sustained (300113)

N: laser with C?‘ an additive has been reported by Collier

et .137 in which the deactivation oi the 3%, mm was
achieved due to irreversible transfer of vibrational energy

of 112 to or‘ during collisions. A sudden jaw in laser
wevelength from 337.1nm to 357.7nm for 1: well increase

in CF‘ partial pressure was also reported. At 33?.lnm
the pulse width was about 100-150133 while at 357.7

emission‘ the pulse nddth wee ‘lone. It my be noted that

with the usual ‘:3 1'1: lasers using 83'‘ es an additive the
mexinun pulse width reported” 1; ‘ram. surnida et a1.”

have reported 30% increase in output power with 4% F2

and 96% H2 at e total pressure of 120 ton‘. Variation of
N2 laser power with addition at gases he: been studied by
Bevedatti et el eleo‘°.

Hen-song Chou“ has observed lmq pulse laser
missions at 35‘7.7nm. 380.5nm end 405.9nm in the second

positive system of II: with pulse flxetione or 150. 300
and 400133 by adding Ne and He into R: 4- Ar mixtures.
Experimental studies on the factors affecting the 357.‘7nm

bend in e Blunlein H2 leeer has also been repo ‘2.

It in interesting to look at the role played by
these £01.-aim genes in enhancing the power output efficiency



of the N2 laser, because there are at present a mmber of
conflicting theories which try to «(plain the function of

these gases. The most widely used additive has bean SP6.
The pulse width as wall as output pow: at 337.1 shows
a aigiificant change and laser transition at 357.7mn also

appears in the px.-cameo of 536.

The problems associated with SP6 and mat other
fluorine derivatives is in handling the gas system in a
closed discharge under continuous pnwing and also the
him cost of these gas mixtures. Hence with a View of
finding out somo new additives. vapours of electrcnegative
and low ionization potwtial organic and inorganic solvents
having saturated vapour prcsaures of the order a few torts
are used to enhance power.

‘rho details of tho N2 laser the spectral studioa
made on the R2 laser enissim and the experimmtal attempt
made to increase the pew: of N2 laser with additives are
described below.

2.20 Detaila of the :1: laser

The deaim of the N2 laser is shown in riq.2.1.
‘rho laser is excited transversely by a pulse torrunq circuit
which consists of four parallel plate transmission lines.
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two above and two below on both sides of the cavity.
These transmission lines are charged to tm or more
kilovolts by a mo. powor supply. ‘men one pair of the
transmission lines in short circuitod at its and by a
spark gap. a transient voltage occurs transverse to the
laser cavity. creating a powerful disdmrqo botwom the
electrodes. The electrons promood in the discharge

collide with the R2 molecules ma excite them to the
upper mergy levels. with suitable 3/» values (of the

order of 25 volt/m/tort) the N2 molecules could be
tale.» to the upper Carr“ state from when it cm coma

am to the 33119, state omitting the 33‘7.1nm radiation.
uniform distribution of N2 molecules inside the cavity.
and hence better ahot to shot repromcibility is achieved
by letting in and puminq out the as through 10 ports

trmsverso to the cavity.

The transmission lines are made out of Formica

double side coppcr clad glass epoxy laminates (CF86/2138)

of thickness 1.6mm. The laser cavity has an effective
length of 40m. The electrodes are made of Aluminium and
the cavity is closed at one and by an Aluminium oootod
mirrorandtho othorendbyaquartawindow. ’1‘hospor!e

gap is pressurised with 1-2 atmosphere of 32 gas. ma
enables to obtain a fast discharge inside the loan: cavity.
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riuelectrodeeofflueperkgapenofnlunlnltmendtpe
phyelcel el me of the spark gap is minimised to reauce its
inductance.

The capacitance of the trennleelon line is

c-"1  -11.91::

where 2 - 4.7,/the dielectric constant at the clean epoxy
laminate. L - loan. the length of the cavity. 1 I 57cm.
the length ofl the trenmloelon line and 8 In 1.6m. the

thiclmeee  the dielectric. ‘me value of c gives a stored
energy ofie 3/42 joules at 2016!. ‘me characteristic lqaedenoe

of tlulerfdouble parallel plate transmission line 8 10 given
13?

2 “ii -ix  In 0.348zfi

when 20 an "377. the lmedanoe of free epeae.

‘travelling wave excitation of the gas is edtleved
by kicping the electrodes of the cavity slightly tilted.
an  mode of csccttauon. an electrical audm-gu strikes
etzgoufi end of the cavity and moves towards the other end
gthe velocity of lidlt. Spontaneous emlaslcn produced
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at can aid gets amplified along tho laser axis and owns
out of the cavity after a single pass! in. without a feed
back. This is possible owing to the short lifetime

(10-20 name) of the c311“ state of la molecule;

2.30 Parametric naamrenanta

the pulse width or the R2-laser in uuaamrad using
a I-uwlett Packard ht’:-420?. ailiom pin photodiodo or rise
tin 2 o.3nuanda1oouHz'roJ:trouixlhdc1466mIuatoraqe
oscilloscope. ‘mo whole oirouitary uood for pulse width
mouuramnt is shown in riq.2.2. It is found that the pulse
width at rum: is any and at base in 17-181:3. Typical output
trace in ahoxm in 11.9.2.3.

The average output power of the laser in matured
aging sciantech node]. 38-0101 volmu absorbing 1 inch disc
oalorinater (thermopilo). ‘mo avaraqa pour in nlamrod

at IQKV with a spark gap prouura of 1.3 atmosphere: of B:
and a cavity proamre or 60 torr. The energy par pulse is
obtained by dividing the average power by the repetition
rate while the peak power is obtained by dividing tho energy
porpulsabythapulsouidthattwfm. Tlulasoriafotlndho
give a peak power or 225101 at 1m. 60 torr.
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2.40 spectral studies of N2 lasar mission

‘rho laser mission spectrum is charted using
a 0.5!»! Jarell Ash Ebert scanning monochromtor (nodal

82-000). an EMI Model 9683 X0! nit-.iplicr tube
and omiscribo lbdsl. B127--ID:-t recorder. ‘the grating
used is the one blazed at 190nm ma has a linear disper
sion of 1.6m;/um in the first order. ‘the. pair has A fairly
constant quanunn efficiency in the 300-400nm spectral
range where the present investigations were carried out.
‘rho pm: was operated at 135ov d c derived from m In!
model 1'-‘H283 111$: voltage power supply and than wtput

was takon across a 450:). resistor and fed to the recorder.

The emssion spectra is charted with sufficient
resolution and is found to consist of various hands in
adgition to the 337.1mn. A typical record or tho auissicn
spectrum at 12KV charging voltage charted for a double

Non Blumlein N2 laser‘3 is shown in 21.9.2.4. care was
taken not to saturate the (0.0) 337.1nm band while recording.
Table 2.1 gives a listing of the various bands observed.
their relative intensitias and asaimnents. Although the

second most in band arising from the can“ -» slug second
positiva syotm of tho N2 molecule is the (0,1) hand with a
relative intensity of 7.4%. two other bands with relative
intensities of 29% and 8.2% were observed at 331.83 ma

340.85nm respectively.
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To establish whether the observed bands wars

due to atimlatod or spontaneous «mission. the laser
spectra were recordod with the Incnodtrxtor at 1.5. 5.0
and 8.2: m from the lean: output It with tho laser .'

oporatod at 60 ton: R2 and sxv charging voltage. The
1180 graves/um grating used in tho mochrantor was
500nm blamed (‘the grating was ehangud to ruin out tho

possibility of wants due to gratings appearing in the
iapectnnn) . The entrance and exit aiitwidths Inn 240
and 640 /um respectively. The variatiaa in the relative
intensity of the various hands with distant: iron the
laser head is shown in l'iq.2.5. flu reaction in intensity
of the 331.83 and 34o.85nm bands as the mnodurontcr to

laser head separation was vatied £1:-an 1.5 to 8.2 It was

only 1.9 and 2.4% respectively. But for all the other
head: there was a larqorreaiction in intmsity for the
same change in separation. For commie. the 357.69nm band

radioed in rulative intensity by 12.7% at 8.2 no ‘flu!
it em but usxmod that amplification affect and stimulated
wiuicn have taknn place at the 331.83 and 340.85m buds
in the nitrogen discharge and that the other bands appcarinq
in the output are due to spmtanomn eninsim.

3311:3333

Thoum may now vib:-atimal hands have hon
idmtified in that nitrogen laser spectra. the mat imortant
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among than was tlu 331.B3nm band. This band was observad

in the mdssicn spectnm with the maximum relative intensity
of «A2996. ‘rhcbandwas seen dogradodtot-.harodre¢.on

unlflm the c3rru -- sang bands degraded to ‘violet. with its
peak at-. 331.B3nm ma extending from 331.61 to 332.¢Snm.

the spectral width at him! of this band was: 0.4m.
!'1g.2.6 is a 111$: resolution scan at the 331.83rnn hand
along with tha (0,0) 337.131»: band. Constantin; the
accuracy of tho neaaztmt mde. this band could not be
tdanttfled with any reported haw belonging to the second

positive cyst» or any %o1-her N2 syatm or to 30. co or
afisystmorto1.uI-gxzrttieslileoalorcthatmaybe
present in the discharge channel“.

In the study of the atomic flan: spectra of
aliphatic mines in active nitmqm. Pannetier et. a145
obaervad a hand at 32-5.92am and interpreted 11:. as the (5.5)

hand of the c3n'u -- Bang second Lpoaittm aystm of nitrogen.
ranaka and curse“ also observed four week red degraded
triplet bands. with term values hidmor by 14Ocrn"1 than
Pannetior et a1‘5'andLbe11eved to ortdnate from the

c311“ (was 5) 1mm. ant. bands with v’) 4 are not usually

observed in the ¢',‘3Tru «- B3Tl'g seocud positive system we to
pred1saoc.1at.1on,’T1n thu~uppor stats". Based on tho study
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of tho ntrong  SE10 intoractiorfl waarvud
bemm the lawln of the c‘n“ and win status. Carroll and
xmuauen“ interpreted on Pannotier mm: as mostly c and
the ‘ranaka-Juraa love). an mostly C’ . may also oxmninod
the vibrational structure at the uqion o£ intonation.
considering the prodinoooiation of the (3 state by tho C’
stateandfoundthatthov-aolevclotthec’ otatowan
mined with than c state and that then mixed vibrational
levels mound different degrees of o no c’ character.
‘Run the 331.83nm band observed in the present invaatigation
can only be :1 transition originating £1-ca one of the mixed
vibrational levels of the c and C’ states.

ifixelcvoltouhicltamauolccuic iaoauoitodin
a dihdzarqo dnpcnda minly on the mercy transferrnd by
the oloctrons and ions present while the rise tins of this
discharge is a function of the laser cavity and spark gap
inductancoa. ‘thus the appearance of this now band. origi
hating 2:.-om one of tho mama vibrational zewzs as c and c’

status in the N3 last: spectra in contrast to earlier
roporta. can be attributed to tho difference in the laser
cavity and spark gap inaxctancaa of the diacharqo circuit.

It is possible to enhance the stimulated maniac
intonaity of the above band by using narrow band dicloctrio
coated roar mirrors for the laser cavity and providing
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nitahlo discharge ccnditiona. All the other bands appear
ing in the spectrum have hem previously idmtified and are
discussed in detail 1n‘3.

2.50 Power enlunet of 32-hour

The N2 laser is found to operate quite satie
lactorily for continuous operations. An etteulpt is mde
to increase the power output of this laser using some
additives. or these. 70:: increase in output power is
observed with 1-Lnichloroethm. 45% with carbontetraa
chloride and 42% increase with Thionyl chloride.

2.51 mqaerimentel set up used for adding additives to
N2 gas

The gas input assembly to the laser tube is
Ilodified. as shown in Fig.2.? to monitor the additives.
‘me partial as well as the total pressure is read on the
some manometer. Needle valves are used to control the

partial pressures of N2 and the additive. The variation
in the average power of the laser is nuasured using a
scientech calorimeter. The pulse shape is recorded on a

1001!-I2. Tektronix storage oscilloscope using a hpz-4207
photodiodo of rise time :2 0.3115.
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2.52 Power variation with 1.2-diohloroethane (<2!-lzcl-cl-I201)

Keeping the N2 gas presmre fixed. the additive
pressure was increased slowly upto 4 tors. The experiment

then wee repeated at dififerent R2 prumres from 30-150 tort.
Therepetitionreteweekeptconetmtthrenghoutthe
experimt. The energy per pulse value for differuzt
Nitrogen pressures for pure nitrogm and 2.3 end 4 torre
of 1,2-Dichloroethene is sham in rig.2.8. A maximum

increase of about 71% was observed with 140 tort 112 and

4 torr cnzcl-cnzcl at a repetition rate of 25 man. More
over. the additive assisted in the tonmtion of a uniform
diedaarqe inside the laser tube end also helped to reduce
the arcing usually obeerved at high pressures. In the

pressure range so-7o tort of 33. no appreciable effect was
observed while at pressures below so torr the output power
gradually decreeeed.

‘rho emission lpectre was also recorded using
a 0.5 meter Jerrell--Ash monochrmtor. ‘me increase in
the output power was found to be only me to the increase
in the 337.1m mission intensity and not due to the
appearance or increase in intensity of any other line.

The usefulness of this additive at hidaer B2 pressures
canbeduetoitahimthernlel conductivityendite
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efficiency in deelating the lowest vibrational level

or the 33119 state. the pulse width of on laser eaussson
with the additive was found to be sligatly larger than
that with nitroqm alone.

2.53 Power variation with carbon tetrachloride (cc14)

Keeping 3: pressure at a iixed value 0230 tort)
the pressure of ml‘ was varied to 2.4.6 tor: and the
average power was unaetirw using the calorimeter. ‘men
the nitrogen pressure was varied in steps of 10 upto
150 torr and the shale acperiment was repeated. ‘the
repetition rate was kept fixed at 25 pp: throughout the

ex?)/eriment. me energy per pulse vs. N2 pressure for
2 ton: and 4 torr of cm‘ are shown along with that of
N2 alone in Piq.2.9. At 6 torr pressure of col‘, the
output energy per pulse was lesser than that observed
at a pressure of 4 tort. A mximna increase of about

46% was observed with 120 ton: o: 32 and 4 torr 4:: col‘.

study of the laser emission spectra with the

additive col‘ did not show any edditimal lines. It
can therefore be inferred that the power increase was
basically due to the increase in the 337.1111! radiation
intensity. In this case also the pulse width was found
to be slightly greater than that with nitrogm dun.
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2.54 Power vartaticn with 1'h:lony1 mloride tsoclz)

with Thionyl fluoride at 8 tort, the N2 pa:-cam:-o
was varied firm 30 to 150 ton‘ ad the increase in output
energy per pulse obtained is plotted in l'1q.2.10. A

mnxtnmn increase of 41.875 was oburvod at 90 ton: of N2.

frhe mansion spectra did not draw any additional lines
and the pulse wtdth was also foam to vary only slightly.

2 3  othfir
Many other additives like Dichloromathano. Tri

chloroethano. Ac:-ylonttrilo. chlorobmzeno. chloroform
Triothyl mm were also tried along men zuuogen.
Dichlorouathano did not appreciably increase the output
pour. Amaximmntnoreaaoofaboutzoxia obaervodwith

140 ton: o! 132 ad 3 ton: dlcluotofethma. Beyond a partial
pronoun oz 3 ton’. it creates arcing at low N2 pressures.

with Trtolnoroathano no arcing could be observed.
but thero was a toaxction in power.

Ac:-ylonitrile and chlorobcnaena did not produce

any observable effect. chloroform did not increase the

power and arcing starts ova below 1 tor!’ of cl-K213.
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Two tor: of trriethyl amine with 40 torr 32
gave about 91.5% increase in output power. But later
when the experiment was repeated after distilling the
additive, the outplt power did not mail any simificmtt
increase or decrease.

various mixtures of these additives were also

tried along with nitrogen. Triethyl amino and 1-2 D1ch1oro
ethane. POPOP and Hexano. carbontntrachloride and triethyl
amine were studied at differ-mt partial as well as total
pressures. No such oormination could improve the discharge
characteristics or the mtput power.

2.60 Results and discussion

Power increase in R2 laser using 1. 2-Dich1oro
ethane. carbon tetrachloride and Thionyl chloride as
additive is reported here. The percentage of increase
observed in the present study using these three additives
is shown in E'ig.2.11. It can be seen that 1,2-Dich1oro

ethane (C!-I201-czl-I261) is mm effective in increasing
the output power at higher 112 pressures. usually. when 32
lasers are operated in the 120-150 torr range one can see
the discharm as having a name like appearance. The
observation of a better uniform disdzarqe and increase in
the output power in the 80-150 torr pressure range can be
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attributed to an increase in thotml conductivity of H2
molecules due to the additioa oi 1,2-Dichloroethane. The

naxiunm increase in output 1: obtained at 140 tor: of N2.

nu contrast. the  of increase using
carbon tetrachloride and rhionyl chloride is somewhat
uniform throuwout the pressure range 50-150 tort. with
maxiuum efficiency of around 90 torr. so. to a first
estimate we attribute the nature of increase in power
to the one that is due to the feet deactivetim processes
made possible frm the Barr state by vibrational quenching9
and not due to my imrovet in the excitation cross
gecticm of the <'.'3‘nu state. This deactivation process takes
place in a time test compared to the rate oi spontaneous

deactivation of the upper level. ‘mus oc14 and soclz
effectively Hlnblocke‘ the self terminating feature of

convmtional N2 lasers to a certain extent. The difference
in discharge behaviour for different additives may be due
to some being easily ionioeble.

Though power enhencmnt could be achieved with
the above additive: the pulse width was found to increase
with additives. Besides it is found to be very difficult
with the present mt up to control flow of additives at a
uniform pressure for more than half an hour. I-lance £0: the



fluorescence studies carried out with the H2 laser no
additives were used along with 32 ms.
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CHAPTER!!!

rnuoazswam sprcrna m was Anomm nmm rwoaxms
tcarz. err, and sarz)

3 .10 introdnctitn

The alkaline earth tluoricie  have been
utilised as a nu-ix for trivalent cation dopants in an
extensive name: of experiments. They are found to be
the best host crystals for rare earth ions and are widely
used as laser cryetalsi after doping them with rare earths.

Alkaline earth fluorides (cog. Sr?’ and aarz) are also
Bum in many fields of application. tor example. radiation
dosimtryzn and o e£fecta"5. Horeover. these
crystals are used as windows for W laeersé as these are
found to have little absorption in the UV and optical
regions. they are widely used as low-loss conponmts on
UV excimer lasers. Therefore several of the alkaline earth
halides possessing the fluorite structure have been studied
fairly extensively. These fluoride crystals have recently
been the objects of numerous spectroscopic inveatigatima
by different groups of authors.

studies of intrinsic defects in alkaline earth
fluorides have been carried out by several mthore with'7 10additive coloration . X--urea‘ 9. electron 11eudeeutron
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irradiation at low tnratnroa. Ionizing radiations are
much less effective oven at low tmaratnroa on the produ

ction of intrinsic point defects (09. r.V‘.HJ in undoped
alkaline earth fluorides. ‘tho I’ omtro (an oloctrm trapped
in a fluorine vacancy) in additivoly oolourad crystals has
been identified by arenas’ mung nan toolmiquas. runner,

a Vx centre (the self trapped hole). a V” cmtru (a hole
trapped at an interstitial fluorine site called an I! emtre)

and a V“ ouxtre (tho imurity associated hols) inmlmd
by x-ray irradiation at 771! in ‘nu doped alkaline earth
fluorides have boa: inveotigauld in detail by Beaumont
at a1" 2-.ru-ough optical. man and tharnoluminaacent
methods.

The thermoluminescence of rare earth doped

alkaline earth fluorides below room t@ra'turo has been
investigated! by many workers13"m. In particular. the

thormolumina scenes of rare earth dapod car: crystals
irradiated with x or Y rays at 77! has boa: studied
systematically by Mara and Porshannfl‘. The kinetics

of the thermoluminoscanoe build up in car, had been wall
studied by A:-am” and m».obc’°. Macho” has alao studiod

the growth of I hm in undopm car: by reactor irradiation
at low t%raturea. He has also sham that than in a
close correspondmce between annealing steps of tin I’ bud
intensity and glow peaks in the thermlumineaocnco process

for ncutron irradiated sx-P2 crystals“.
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Using positron spectrosoopf. the study of

charge transitions of rare earth iaas in car: has been
done by Are£ev23. An investigation of the relaxation of

the absorption of pure and doped oar, crystals has been
done after irradiating with a nanosecond pulse of 200 Kev
electrons at talperaturee from 100 to 5201: by Lisitsyn“.
and has estimated the energy of formation of radiation

d.£Qct3 in
mowledgn of the behaviour of the pure mterials

with temperature. pressure and excitation energy can provide
a basis for an understanding of the behaviour of the doped
and mixed crystals. Sons temerature dependent Ralmn
uteasurenents and the pressure dependmce of the optic
phonon frequencies in some alkaline earths have hem already

25.26.reported Also room tamerature infrared trananiasion.
reflection measurements and emission measurements have been

made on CEF2. B02. 811': and 8tC1§7'28'29. Rehnao has
measured the bulk loss mfficient in two car: samples
betwem 200 and 400* using the prism technique and has
observed a strong peak at 305nm.

The photoluminesoence study of these alkaline
earth fluorides are also done by several reaearohers31"32'33.
Beaumont et elm have observed a broad esyunetric emission
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bad near 300nm in the undopod and ‘an doped Cara. 8:12 and
Bug under x-ray irradiation at 771:. They have sham that
a similar mission band occurred in the rocwbination

luminescence of the V‘ contra (the sol! trapped hole).
This intrinsic luminescence has boas well studied in the

alkali halides by -ranmuza at al“. on tho unaoped alkaline
earth fluorides. this instrinaic lmninoocnoo and the

perturbed luminoacmm of the V‘ cmtre havo been detected
on r cmtre annealinq35. This band has also been observed
under X-ray irradiation in the alkaline earth fluorides
doped with 3d ia1I36'37.

36 has studied the influence or 3d ions

on the production efficiency of intrinsic defects in Cara.
He has studied the influence of 3d iwuritiaa on the

production efficiency or V‘ and I‘ centres in low tmwra
tmro x irradiated fluorite crystals. for this. they have

Alonso

compared the optical absorption spectra of pure car: and
car: doped with In. to. co and Hi before and after 3:
irradiation at 151:.

In the prueont work the emission spectra tron

pure cryotalo of ca:-2. srra and Bar: under N2 laser irre
diatim showed an intense band in the ultraviolet and a
week band in the blue region at both liquid nittoqm and
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roan tfiratnres. ‘these mission hands are observed for
the first time. their excitation spectra are also takm
to identity the absorption levels. ‘the mission bands are
concludedtobeduetothepreemceoteallekindofoolour
C&lItE08e

several authors have reported the fouution of
1' and v centres end the recowlnauon lunleesccnoe of

these centres in the alkali halides by two phonon absorption
39'”. However. to the author's

knowledge. formation of such colour centres have not been

reported in the alkaline earth fluorides on I12 laser
fr/radiatiou and in the present study elao the power of the

R2 laser in not mou¢: to get I mltlphoton excitation.
so the two new emission bands observed by the authors are

on N: laser lrradletlon

interpreted as «me to the excitation :21 some quasi molecular
comlaxee formed near the anion and cation vacancies presmt

in the crystal. ‘these emission bands are found 'to influence
the emission characteristics of rare earth: in these hosts
considerably.

3.20 mmeriwtal details

lxperimentel set. up used for recording the denim
epectre or the crystals 13 about in l'1q.3.1A and 3.1!. ms
at up is built around e Jarrell-uh 0.5m plane grating
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rnmochrouator. The E2 laser bow is focused on to the
crystal and the fluorescence emitted is collected in a
direction perpwdicular to that of tho laser beam. and
focused on to the slit of tho monoohronator. The

diffracted light is detected by a photounltiplicr tube
attached directly in front of the exit slit and tho
photocur.-rent produced in it is recorded by a pro-militia:
and a strip chart recorder. wavelength scanning is
accomplished by a variable speed Dc motor attached to

tl'_:9/ grating drive shaft.

3 021 SOUICG

‘rho excitation source used in the present study

is a 225m»: N2 laser of pulse width us 8 nsac (FWHM). The
details of the laser are givw in chapter I. In all tho
exporimsnts the N2 laser was operated at 101-CV and at a
nitrogml pressure of 60 torr. The repetition rate was
kept constant at 25 pps throughout the experiment. The
laser beam was focused on to the crystal with a power
density or 1.5 Mu/cmz.

3.22 Illumination and collection optics

The illuminating optics for the laser buns
consists of two cylindrical quartz lenses. The laser
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‘how has a rectangular image of sin 1.Sono:O.75an and this
bean is focused vertically by the tint cylindrical lama.
filo second cylindrical lms was used to convert the hem
tllto a rectangular chap: suitable to the oryntal. 0120 o!
0&2. 1mt0.4c:lflo With the combination of tho two cylindri
cal loans the intmsity of the whole lose: been could be

collected with minimum. loss. ‘the anal. beam tolling on tho
otystal placed in the low tomraturo is tound to have
3 cross section 0.4a:n:0.3om.

‘pro oolloctioo option for the fluorescence
cannot: of a single‘ oonvox lens of £ooa1 length 5 call.
this lens oolloctisfitho oudoaion ltdat from the ox-yotal

and is focused onto the out of the monochronator. A
tutor (L.w.P. 3,3?.1mn. CV!) 13 alto unod to reduce the
background 11¢a1£  by the scattered 337.1nm radiation

of the source. IA}! the background llgat is minimised by
carrying out tho gjipotinento in a dark room and also by

using baffles ocreoos.

3.23 Low tumor:/aturo oall. crystal oounttng and oooung

single cryotalo oz pun and doped car’. 3:73
and   obtained from optovac Inc. and are of the
;10omx4um. mat of the work is done by ooounq



the crystals to liquid nitrogen tmuporaturo. tor this.
the crystals are mounted inside a dot-.ablo cold finger
of a (lower. The design of this liquid nitrogen cryostat
is shown in 81.9.3.2.

This low terature mil consists of an onto:
glass vessel and an inner glass tube. ‘rho inner who
terminates in a glass to metal (cover) joint and a copper
crystal holder mounted to the cover tube. The crystal
holder is made push fit to the cover tube and is sealed
vacuum tight using H-seal (‘roughest-B) . This seal is
found to be very strong. leak-proof and is successfully
used for low tenmrature meesuranents. It can also be
used for high teraimre measurements upto 600K.

Coolants like ma. ice-salt mixture. L02 etc. can be taken
inside the inner tube of the «Sewer. There are six electrical
leads sealed on to the cell with araldite for teraturc
measurements. The cell is evacuated by connecting it to
a rotary diffusion combination through a side tube. ‘rho
inner glass tube and the outer glass vessel are separable
with e 824 joint at the neck. This cell has four quartz
windows at rimt angles to each other and this enables to
make reflection. transmission. and fluorescence meesurwnts.
These windows are mounted using araldite to the outer tube.
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‘rho crystal holder ccnsiats of two flat round
copper discs which on he ti¢4tenod with the crystal in
between. using four brass screws. the crystal holder has
a diameter of 2' and thiclmou an and ttmrefore would not
obstruct the tluoroocanca light ban from the crystal.
The top disc is machined from a cuppa: rod of 2' diameter
and at the centre of tho top disc is a cylindrical project
ion ot 2cm diameter and 1m length which is man push fit
to the glass not-al tube of the low tmcrature coll.

‘rho cell is used for fluorescence meaaurumnts

at rm‘ and room t%rature. It can ho evacuated to a
pressure of 2x1O"5 torr. ‘mu bottom of the cell is flat
which makes it easier to handle.

3 .24 spectrometer

For the wavelength scanning of the fluorescence
samle. a high rewlution scanning instrument is needed.
This is acccemliahod by 8. Jarrell-Ash 0.5 meter wort
scanning spectrmter (mdel 82-000). This instrument
provides a smooth scanning motion in e1¢n~. speeds ranging
from 2:/minute to 500:/minute and has a maximum resolution

of 0.2:. ‘rho manodtrmtor covers a spectral range of
zoom? to 160002 with the three gratings blazed at 19003.

soon?» and vsoog. The spectral mm: oi this ucannmq



spectrometer can be extended iron 2000: to 1780?; by flushing

the inatrumt with nitrow. the reciprocal linear dia
poraion at cxit slit is 16:/nun.

3.25 Pltitipliar tube

‘me output from the nzonochfltor is detected by
an em photomultiplier tube (Model No.9683KQB} with s-20

cathode. This Pm‘ has a fairly constant quantum efficiency
in the 300-800nm spectral range where the present investi
gations are carried out. ‘rha pm‘ is operated at 13sov Dc
derived from an BM: model P112813 hiw voltage power supply.

‘mm tube has an R1’ shielded housing which is air cooled.
The tube is directly mounted at the exit slit of the
monochrouutor. ‘mo output of the Fur is amplified by a
pro-anplifier before fwing to the chart recorder.

3.26 Pre-amplifier (Currant to voltage converter)

Very low intensity light mssion from the low
otficiency phosphors should be amplified using noise free
high gain eumlifiors. tor this purpose. a simolo. inexpensive
low noise amlifiar having negligible drift using a situplo
integratod circuit operational ampliticr is fabricated.
the circuit of the nmlifior is shown in rig.3.3.
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In this ciraiit a PET input operation amplifier
HE 536 cmnected in the current to voltage confiqirntim
is used. since this integrated circuit has a very larg
input impedance £101‘ ohms) it does not load the largo

resistance R£(5o 1-I aim) oonnectad in the feed back circuit.
‘the circuit parformnce is unaffected by the resistance ab
(50 11 ohms) 11:06 to comnsate the bias current. since the
me: has an output ameaanea greater than 10” ohm. nu

low leakage low value condenser cg suppresses possible
oscillations. ‘the RC filter circuit at the output of tho
amplifier is so chasm to have a tin: cmstant appropriate
with the type of signal detected with the Iystm.

Amplifier has a converaion gain of me’ or
1 volt/zma. when used with a mmv strip chart recorder
the system is capable of measuring clearly a change in
pm current as low as 2 pioo amperae with very low noioev
level. The P111‘ dark current could be compensated by adjust

ing the offset potentiometer Raf. '11:: details of the working
of the amplifier is reported aloocwtxero“.

3. 27 Recorder

‘rho amplified output of the pm in red to an
x-t recorder. ouniscribo nodal. B127--11. ‘mo sansitivity
of the recorder is 0.5 mv/cm. In order to ban sufficient
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resolution. the emission is scanned at a speed of 125:/min
with the x-t recorder operated at 2.5?/min. ma couiaination
gave SO:/cm on the chart paper.

3 . 30 cbaervationa

The emission spectra of pure carz. arr: md Hera
takm at new and R‘! are shown in rige.3.4. 3.5 and 3.6.
A broad intense band appears in all the apwtra in the
ultra--violet region (3‘70nm-380nm). This band overlaps
the three week vibrational bands of Hit:-ow (370nm. 375nm
and 380nm) which are clearly detectable with the high
sensitive detecting system used for the investigations.

The 312 band positions are observable as shoulders on the
room tmumreture spectra and these bands as well as the
357nm bend of uitrogmz seen in the spectra serve as internal

wevelmqth standard. ‘me appearance of the 82 bands are
due to the scattering from the crystal being amplified by
the amplifier. ‘rheee vibrational bands of Nitrogen has

hem observed in the N2 laser emission spectrum and is
reported elsewhere“.

At low tanpereture, the intensity of the 370211:

bend becomes large and totally make the N2 bands. In spite
of this overlap, there is no antiquity regarding the shape
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and halt intensity width of this ultraviolet. band. At 803:
the half intensity width of this In! band is found to be

643. 473 and 352 for carz. srr, undid‘: respectively. ma
band maxim observed in all the cams coincided with the

370nm band of we and cm; gave noun d.1££$.¢:a11ty Ln exactly
fixing the band maxim. However. that has not presented
any special difficulty in the overall interpretation of the:
band.

Besides the 370nm band. another broad band appears

at 420nm for car: and Barr Unlike the 370nm band the
tntmatty of the 420nm remains the same at 300: and 301:.

This band has greater intensity in Cara. and does not appear
in the spectra of arr: at both the t%ratu.:-as.

‘the excitation spectra of pure cal’: (Fig.3.?)
show absorption peaks at 305nm and 350nm corresponding to

the 370nm mission and 420nm emission respec-timely. The

excitation spectra of the crystals could not be takan at
nm. However the absorption peak though very low in intensity
could be clearly detected at room taperature. Decay times
of than emission bands at 370nm and 420nm are found to be

less than 10 pa.
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3.40 Results and discussion

( m 108V) 42

of the alkaline earth fluorides high energy excitations
Because of the large energy ‘mp

like x-ray irradiation are required for a band to band
transition in than crystals. mach excitations produce
colour cmntrea ma their recombination will give rim to
UV and near UV misaicns as observed by Kozo Atoboas and

3'7Alonso A similar phenomenon is observed under UV
irradiation for 1.1: crystals having a relatively low mercy
gap”. colour centres are also promoed by a two photon

absorption for the alkali halides by 82 laser irradiation38
In Br and ml 1' centre andiv centre are prodncedby two

photon absorption from a laeer. ‘the V,‘ cmtro produced
is reported to have a strong absorption at 33‘!.lnIII“.
However. for the alkaline earth fluorides investigated here

the possibility of nmltiphoton excitation under pulsed H3
laser irradiation with the available power density‘ of
1.5m/an: can be safely excluded as a mechanism for the
creation of colour centres.

In the absence of a bend to band tranaiticn. the
observed spectra can be interpreted as only due to the
exoitatim of some complex molecules formed near the anion

and cation vacancies in the crystal . Pick“ has already
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reported the tomuon oz 1 oolour cunt:-o in alkali. halides
by the aaaoclatlm of I’ contrast with oloanes of a divalent
cation plus a charge oomauuung cation vacancy. ‘mo

optical absorption band: for 211(01): 1'31 (to) and 1'11 (Sr)
caatrutnalkalthaltdnaarotoxmtohoalnootthcaame.
It should he notod that in proton: cmdynlso the llilllon

band: obnorvod appoar at tho nan positions for cut’. an,
and Ida though with dtttoront relative Iatauttu and
hair-widths.

m  alkaline earth tluorldos absorption at
350nm an to colour ouatros has been already reported by
Karrlngton eta1“cnom.1t1ngw1u-nznowzxno ouu-”
luau’. flue axcltatlaa opootra tales: by the authors also
abound absorption peak: at 305nm and 350:1: corresponding to

the $331.01: bonds at 370nm and 42mm respectively.

Goualdnrlng all the above facts. on: my postulate
that tho obaorwd spectra in pure alkaline earth fluorides
an out to the eaeoltatton of colour mitten formad by quasi
nolooular oomaloauu near the anion and cation vacmctos
present in the crystal.

3.41 than of tho ungqutnd couploxu

cation ma anion vacancies in the crystal om be
thoudu: of an ionized V centre (V7)? contra without a trapped
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hole) and ioniud r centre 5:’. r centre without trapped
electron). an may therefore postulate the existence of a
vacancy complex (v"r*) fouled by the ncimbouring anion and
cation vacancies. Cation R” and claims 1'. on relaxation
towards (v‘r”)w111 tom :1 molecular mama mu turf’.
The emission band observed in the 81! region is chad to
be due to the excitation of oomlax (RP)+. Ground state
of (R!‘)* is X‘ state arising from the electron oontigu.-ation
(r3P)2 (Tr3P)4 012?)‘ (c"2P)2 (MP). mccitatiana of outer
electron to various orbitals give rise to a nuxrber of energy
states viz... aim 31m, «:32. 1:12. alrr. :12. schematic
mercy level diagram of tour)’. (er.-r)"’ and (sat-)"’ is shown
in rig.3.8. mergy levels of ms)“ molecule will get lowered
as use of cations (Ca2+. Sr“. Baa’) increases and for
heavier moses. a large name: of bound states will appear.
As a result. 337.1nn absorption my mccite mar)". (sx-r)"
and (aar)"’ to e32. 912 and 3311' states with corresponding

omission in the larger wavelength aide an to stoke‘: shift.
Intaaaity and halfwidth of the UV band shows clear cation mass

dependence. In the case oi car, this band has madam intensity
and maximum band width and will be minimum in the case of Data.
This shows that as the mass of 122+ increases, the change in
tho internuclear distance in the excited state and ground
state decreases. Thus the 370nm band sham: a man depmdmcy.
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This also supports the aniguuueofvvbandtotlu
excitation of am‘ molecule.

an intensity of thomfhand is found to
decrease with illcrcolo in t%rat:Ir0. This is because
as the t%:-amro is raised thorn will be diffucion of
vaconoioa in. V" and 1* outrun will be iaolatcd thereby
dooroasing the oifioiency at (REV omlax (oration.
Rance at at tho intensity at W bw will he very low.

In alkalinc earth fluorides. onions 2'' in the

vicinity of V’  will form a complex 1;” with bonds
but touanda catim vacancies. ‘the nature of these
omaloxos and the excited states of those oomleaces have
bum well studied in alkali halides". the emission at

420m is attributed to tho excitation of r';"' complex
£0:-and near  independent cation vacancy. 21.9.3.9

qivon tho sohmtic mercy love]. diamtam for 1; complexes.
tn the can ot holnonucloar mozocma r;‘' on additional
selection rule 97499. u-,l—>u and g——>u restricts the
name: of possible transitions. The absence of this band

in 81:22 can only be attributed to the additimal roatriction
inposed on the overall. selection rule or the homonuclear

9;’. ‘rho t%rat:nro dopendmoo of this hand will he vary
has batwun 801: and 3001: as the I? oowlox taxation is
independent of temperature. The 420nm band is won broader
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when cameras! to tho 370mbnnd. rhubandhns a waster

illtmaity £0: Cara.

rlmslttneuacludodthutthouaoprontnant
bandnobaarvud fromthopusccryutallotclra. sxvzand
Iaraaremotothoeunts-u£orand%bvyquu1Ina1oa31nr
conp1mm1:.xo(nr)* m¢r;‘mauc:ynta1.
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3+
I'LU%S%@ O!‘ 1% 3 Call:

The Gevelopleent of the solid state laser has
generated wlaeepreed lntereet in the spectroscopy of
tone in crystals. Among the candidates zor laser
neoerlele. the lenthmlde sex-lee o! range earth lone
13 particularly promising because of the tnxltltudae of
sharp energy levels lying in the visible and lnfrared.
‘mere lone are easily lnoorporeoed lnto mblo hosts of

optical quality and: as car’. and laser oscillation:
hevehemohtalned fiorlnnyottheee eyetm. ‘the
meet extensively used activator la in lean: crystals
le trivalent neodymium. In the eeoood place is Holmium
followed by umuu end muuun‘. the study at fluores
cence phenomena in rare earth doped alkaline earth
fluorides has also received oonelderable attention

because of the poeelblllty of uelnq rare earth lme in
cryetale as new leeant-.3. Extensive work in thle direction
has been carried out using Ax’ laser: and other high
energy radiations es ecu:-cee at enoltatloo.

A great deal of reeeardm on the omcctretlaj
and tmerature quenching of tlooreeceoee fl lltetlne

100
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of I-103* 1m in crystals are undottakou by call. researchers.
The 81.‘: states of tho lowest caIt£1.w.:.-atian of 1103*. um.

have been fairly well catablialud by various studies made
from Holmium salts and I-503" as imuritr in various matrices.

‘rho Holnuum salts smdhd so at are R02(80‘)g". HOCI3.
H0203”: H02 (C31!580‘) o9H2O1 ad H0!'¢Og. 1% fluotascence

and.abeorpt1an spectra oi H3‘ 1n Luc13 hnvuiboan studied
in detail by man md papacy’ mug in eanpuhonazve

theoretical interpretation o£‘Ho3*tLmc13 1; guvuntby
najnak and xxuplccm. ‘me other crystals waning H03‘

that are stud1od.so far are carg‘. rue. 2161’. cuwofi3.
moi‘. 12.10;’. 1.11-mi‘ and also tolluritea. canine and
phosphate glasses”. The absorption as wall as fluorescence

of 1103'’ in bars have been extensively studied by caspers
at a1’° and have estdb11shod.tho conpleto cnrgy level
schema upto 25,000 an".

‘the absarpt-Jan. the luminoacence and relaxation

spectra of a series at fluorite crystals with different
H034. concentrations have bean recorded and investigated”.
The line groups observed in the luminescmca spectnm that
an-1n resonance with absupum Lines more identified

as due to transtticnn between the excited (514.5132).
(525,516) and 51., status and 518 wound state. ‘Emu nan
resonance line groups 1:: the lmamescnnco spoctnm Home
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idmtifiod as ttansttiona between excitod 1:01. A

detailed optical. study a cu-,sao3* has has carried‘ out
by scholntnqu.-2°. Linear stun: affect in en: spectra
of 1103"’ tons in :1uu-1:. crystals 1: also smuoa” and
reports that due to the presmcn of dnfacts md the centms
there in no appreciable stark affect. fax line: of the
electric: dipole ty-pa. Using solocttva laser excitation.
the czryutallog-aph:|,c altos arising fxan fluoride eman

nation at no“ doped in car: have been mvosugaua by
sammaoxzz. rluorelscawa and nfottnu studies at’

cal‘: 3303* have both carried out using Ar‘ laser
and four flue:-as-cnncn groups in the wavelength region
477.5-759.0nm have been moqrdnd. The concentration

range studied as from .01 to .15 wt of 1103*. m cat, :1-103"’
laser oscillation has bean iduxtlitod at 551.2nm wave
length in the visible reqian” ma also at 2.o92,um in
the infrared rcgicuu.

4.20 Rate earth ions in ca, lattice

The car, lattice can he visualised an a cubic
array of l'''' 10:13 with a Ca2+ at every other body emu!
pottion. when rare earth ions are added. may nu: the
lattice aubatitutionally for ca“ lens. but they an more
stable in the trivalent state. -nus additional poatttvo
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charge requires some form at dzarge conpmsaticn and
several dttfermt kinds or ofieaeetore have been taunti
fied by optical and mastic resonance emerimtsa The
type and symetry eonmmeetion te etrangly defiant on
the etarttnq materiel! need to grow we cryetala. the
method or growing and menu: treetnente given to the
crystals. meo£thenoetcauunatypeo£¢ergecaIpen
eaters is intorattttal fluorine ion in the edjacunt body

cmtre poatttan leading to tetragmal. (c‘V) Irlllutry at
tho rare earth site. ‘there have been a lumber 0! expert
meats with trivalent rare earth Lane doped into tluoride
lattices which show that the population of rare earth
1:313 in the different crystallographic sites caused by
charga carat!-.1m is a function at both the specific
rare earth dopent ton and the epeciflc lattice.

M: tumor concmtratione of the dopant. the
911:: behaviour boocuua more dttflcnlt to describe.

naberrnus and rang” developed a node]. which predicted

the presence and Imortance of (Rh-1'): dinars. in the
crystal equilibrium at higher concmtrationa. ‘their
theory also predicted that trtmere and higher order
clusters wauld not be present in atgntflcmt mfiere.

Inthepresentwork. adetatled etndyotthe
fluoreacence at no” in car: lattice has been om.-1.4
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out for different ccncmtrationa of 1103+ at bath room and

liquid nitrogen tanperaturee. The N2 laser excited
fluorescence of car: :Ho3"' and the variation of fluoreecmce
emission and lifetime with ccncmtration is studied to get
information about the differmt relaxation and quenching
processes present in the crystal. Absorption spectre
and excitation spectra are also tekm to identify the
absorption levels.

4 .30 mcperimntel details

Laser ayltm with energy densities (per unit
frequency interval per unit solid angle) many orders of

magnitude higher than any thermal source. are ideal
excitation sources for the measurmnt of fluore scm-ace

decay. The tluorescmce spectra of car: H103" in charted
with xe lamp excitation and N2 laser excitation. The
lifetime of the fluorescence group in the ruqian

530.0-550.0nm uncle: N2 laser excitation is measured with
the help of n phatcunltiplier. a box car average: and a
chart recorder.

4.31 Fluorescence spectra

flu fluorescence spectra oi’ car: at-103+. an
exciting with a xenon lamp at 285.0nm is shown in 15.9.4.1.



intensity (or b.unit)

L

35%) 55%?450
w0veLength(nm)

Fig.4.l Xe lamp excited fluorescence spectra
of CaF9:Ho3+ (1% ) afi RT.
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‘nuts are four groups of fluorescence emiuica no they
are at 360nm. 410nm, 485nm and 549nm. me more fluorescence

group was observed at 645nm on excitation with 415nm.
Those emissions are duo to the different radiative transi

ticms beewwx the various levels of 1103"’ in Cara. The
wavelength. their corresponding transitions am relative
intmaities are givm in table 4.1. ‘the fluoreecmce

spectra of ca: aopoa with so“ when excited by an M2 laser
is also talm using the some experimental set up described

in chapter xxx. Garza!-103"’ crystals with three differmt
no“ concanu-auam (max. 0.4:: and 1:) obtained from
optovac Inc. and having the am! dinmsionn (10mnx4mm)

were irradiated with m N2 least (1.5 mt/clnz) and the
fluorescence emission spectra were recorded both at R!‘
and Im using a 0.5m Jarrell--Ash Monochfitor. an EH1
photomultiplier me! at J:--t recorder. The grating used
was the one blazed at 5000:. Both the exit and entrance

slit widths of the Iuonochroutor were kept at 600 fun so
that a resolution oi nearly 4.93 was achieved. The
scanning speed used in all the cases were 125:/min.

'2he-,chert speed was 50?;/min. Care was takm to hoop the

experimental conditions the some for all the experiments.

The fluorescence spectra oi cal‘: mos" when eaccitod by the

3: laser gave distinct missim peaks at 53% nqiono
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rigs.-6.23. 4.23 and 4.2:: show the tluoreuccncc spectra

at cal’: 3303* at th:-on dlftoruat concentrations. ‘mo
apoctxa ware tcund to contain the vibrational bands of

32 also ms to ncattorlaq. ‘rhea bands have been already
ldentitiad ma reported in chapter 11.

6.32 mltation spectra

flu excitation spcctra at cal’: 3803* to: two
different coacenuauons (0.4 and 1:: 01! m3“) were taken

an an Amincoflp Bowman apcctrotluoranntex. who sensitivity

and the Pm were adjusted to: optima conditions.
me  were placed in a quartz call and placed in
front of 1:113‘  source and the spectra mm charted
at room temp;/nature. ‘rho excitation spectra are shown
in !'1qa.4.3A’ and 4.33.

4.33 Abaarpticn spectra

‘rho ghttlon spectra of the crystals were
taken  la Cary-14 spectzumter. ‘rho apectmmater ha a
resoluiflcn of 1:. The spectra were charted both at M‘
and In‘! at a speed at 25:/an. ‘the absorption spectra

for ,1xno3"1'n car, in show 1:: r1ga.4.-us and 4.43. no
coefficients were determined by dividing
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the pea): heigxt at the ahoozption Ltnu by the thicltncas
of the crystal.

4.40 fluorescence lifotim spoctrmtlr

£0 mantra tho decay tins of the tluoruceneo
emission at fluoreaccnco lttatima apoctrmeter was at up.
who mmuom: tzuoroaccmo uqnaza are directly mutoma
by a photonultiplior tuba ma tho resulting clcctrical
signal: after pxopnr amuticattan an pt-oooseod using a
boo: cu: average: and durtod using a recorder. nu
aacporinental sat up in qtvm in r1q.4.5. ‘rho present
set up can he need for naasurlng docaytimes in the range

from 10 fuse to several seconds. the cxpcrtnuntal set
up. though assomlcd for than mamrmont of fluorescence
decay than cf solids. can also be used for the study
of liquid: md gases with suazt modifications. ‘me main
parts of this cxportmntal at up are (1) mocttatian source.
(11) uonochromator and (311) stmal procaouing cloctrouics.

4.41 Excitation Ian:-co

A pulsed 32 Laser operating at a peanut at
so tor: at a charging voltage 1oxv in used to: uniting

tha fiuorucunao. The details at the 112 laser nu bun
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already doscrtbod in the pccvlcnu ehapura. Ill! Ipcrk cap

of the laser 1: flushod ccntmuwsly by I, at 1 nun:-so of
one atmosphere. ‘rho spark gap in optrntod in 1 iron running
mode where the ropetltlm rats dnpmds on the lppllod
voltago. ‘rho z-opotttion rate used 1: about 25 ppm. 1110
pulse width at tho laser ts about assoc. The laonrboun
is focused on to tho crystal using two cylindrical quartz
10110080

4.42 munch:-cantor

In this not up a Jarrell--Ash 0.514 spoctrmatet

with a grating blazed at 5000: is used. An EMI 'photo-
multiplier tube is placed directly in £1-out of tho exit
slit. An 8-20 cathode is used and its dark current at
room twratu:-n and at 1.3xv is about 1x1o"9A. The high
voltage required £0: the pm is abtained from a Dc power
supply.

4.43 signal pxoeuunq clectrcnlcs

‘mo signal processing electronics consists of
a broad band. him gain amlltter and a ban: car arveraqcr
to eliminate the nelson.
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(e) Pro-amplifier

since the signal ourrmt from the pm‘ is ion"
and also became the event is fast. m amlisior with high
gain and wido band width is required. Moreover. this
amlifier should have minimum: noise current. mac model
184 current sensitive proemlitier a1 cog with the input
amplifior in the maul 1241\ look in amliiior Ilninframe
was found to be sufficient for the present work.

‘the current sensitive proamlifior is basically
a low noise inverting operational amplifier, whose summing
Junction is the input connector itself. followed by a
conventional non--inverting gain-of--ten ieodback amplifier

having a no input stage. '11:: preamplifier has a unity
gain crossover value of 503612. Additional ezmiification
is obtained by using the selective amplifier for the main
frame of the lock in mpiitier. The outrmt was takm
through the ENC connector pmvided on the mainframe.

In the not mode. this soiectivo awiifier can
he need as a pure voltam amplifier with a bandwidth greater
than axoxaz“. nus set up was ducked with a pulno oi

rise time 1 fun. ‘rho pulse wan found to he amplified-without
any distortion. ‘rho noise current of the proampiitior was
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less than 1 pa. ‘I51: 184 preamplifier acnnitivity was
set at 10'!’  and for the x-cookout signals the main
frame axmlifier gain was set at lufl/lO0m‘Vo Those settings
gave an overall min of 1o"'°A/1omv. mfficicnt for the
next signal processing unit.

(b) Boaecar average:

The actual signal current corresponding to
tho fluorescent light. in practice. is imnersod in
various types of noises. ‘rho min noius interfering
with the simal an (1) external liwtt that my care
through the collection optics, (2) scattered laser light
from the sample. (3) dark current of the PH!’ which is a
Dc level of a few rm. (4) shot noise from the Pan‘ whose
periodicity is very low, (5) Johnson noise. (6) amplifier
noises and (7) the intense noise produced by the laser
discharges.

External stray 1i¢:t cm be suppressed by using
pmoper baffles. To eliminate scattered laser light. m
edge tilter of the wavelength pan type for 33‘I.1nm is
used. Eva) than a mall part of tin scattered 1i¢:t passes
through tho tilter. since the pulse width oi the luau.‘
light is only am, the noise an to this @inod only for
the first ms.
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Host of the remaining noieu can be eliminated
by using a bounce: evereger. m the present work. EGEG
Model 162 Boxcar Average: with 164 module. is need. ‘me

input was givm in the Ac coupling mode so that all the
DC noises are eliminated at the input side itself. The
aperture airetiax selected was Saul and the gated inte
grator (164 module) tin oonetant an 10,ULI. Aperture delay
ranges were selected between 50/08 to 1000/in. The
162 time constant was selected as 1--3 nee.

1‘heva.1ueao£theebavebeinq£ined.inthe
scanned operation a minim scan time should be given.
The female for

new - 5[(z-or-rc)2+ tfi-33111:: fig
when

nwrc - min from time constant.
arrc - outed integrator time constant.
ADR -» Aperture delay range.

AD - Aperture fixation; and
tr - Repetition rate.

roretypicalcamotsooaennnfinmlninmeomtim
beouueeza sec. xfeecantineqreeterthmthieie
selected an remltieg resolution will be the aperture
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duration itself. In the presont case it is Sun. flu
scan timo selected for all the recordings won abovu
150 86680

The trigger pulse for the boxcar should have
an amplitude of 0.5? and duration of 10:13. ‘min in
actually obtained from a photodiodo which «mas 0.
fraction of the laser beam. since the photodiodo output
does not always satisfy the above requirmmnt. to achieve
reliable operation, the output. of the diodo is fed to
tho trigger input of the Oscilloscope (‘roktroaix Model
466). The oscilloscope in turn gives an output of
5 volts corresponding to a positive going rwtemgular
pulso coincident with the swoop ‘hills. The bouncer can

be triggered by the positive slope of this rectangular
pulse.

The processed simal is available at a ENC
connector on the min frame. Also a 13-101)’. scan ramp
voltage is available. These two signals can be given

toax-Yrecorderandadecaytimocurvocanhowtainod.

Tlw electromagnetic interference from tho

laser discharges is also found to affect the dotoctian
system.  comes to the detection notch in two ways.
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(1) through radiated intatflex-mm and (2) annual: %ud
interforenca. ‘nae radiated tntertormcca attacking thn
elect;-emit: circuits are rniniruaod by using alllclhd
connecting cables and also by using mininwn Luca! of
the cables. liowevur. it is not poastblc to %1o'u1y
alzlulinate these interferences. The ammctod lntarfcrencc

is minimised by giving very wad earth connections to that
power lines. around loop cm-mats. produced in the

vax-1a.us electronic instruments is avoided by giving that
ground connections to the Lnatmmnta in "rme' confl
mraticufl.

'11-so recorder used fix thu dacay-um mamfita
is Gmiscrtbe Model. 2000 recorder. The transiau: £1uore
sceuce in Innaaured for three different eoncmtrations of

no-"* in car, atbothnr anamrusmguna above setup.
A typical aoeay mm is shown in r1q.4.e.

4.50 disc:-vattcnu and discussion:

4.51 fluorescence spectra

33 f1\l&’88€H‘|CO spectra Of Cflfaliba‘. :0!
ma. 0.4 and 1:: at run” 1» mm in uga.4.3A. 4.3: and

4.30. m addition to the  at 370nm and 42%. which
have been observed for pure car: also (see r1q.3.4). one
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more hand ayatem appears at 530nm. The first two bands

appear in the emission spectra of pure cafz. SIP: and
Barz also. spectral characteristics of these bands
suggest that these are due to two different centres A and
B reopectivnly. '.!'heoe are concluded to be due to some
colour cmtroa tormad by vacmcy complexes.

(a) 370nm baud

‘mishandis sqmamhouapau-oanaxn3*aopea
car, with slimt intmaity variations. mtmaity of
this hand increases with Roy’ ooncmtration as cm be

sewn in the spectra shown in Figs.4.3.A. B and C. At
1% coocmtration the intmsity of the band increases
considerably and is prominent even at RT.

mun H0“ is doped in carz. it will incorporate
in the host lattice throum substitution in Caz

2+
"' position .

sites will
produce more ca“ vacancies (v"' ) ma interstitial fluorine
Presence of trivalent impurities in Ca

ion (1"") which in turn proaace more anion vacancies
(ioniaed r cmtreo 9*). when 1203+ concontration increase:
it will result in the formation of mm point defect!

2which may aggregate to form of’ 1""). catima ca + the:
1".’ and aniona 1" near V“ will form a complex (car)"‘ in
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the vicinity at (v"'r“'). POPu1at.ion at this mm: (cu-J‘
3* increases. The

bond at 37mm in an to the uucitatiu: ad emission at

(car)* by 337.1m at :3 inc:-. This oamlaius the increase
in the intmsity at this hand an cauacnzrauan at no“ in
increased.

will increase as can-.-mutation o! no

At: room t@x-aturo. ditmsian 0! vacancies
resist tho formation at (V. 1"’) couples: 10. (cal‘)‘''

dissociates which 031311138 tho docraaeu in intansity

at 370nm band at RT tor pure car: and low eancaatration
of no“ in car,. liowover. at highnr concentration at
no” (130 population of (car)* complex will he so large
that oven at 9:1‘ tho 370nm band appears with considerable

intensity.

(D) 420 an hand

mtmsity variation of the broad band at 420nm
is just opposite to that of 370m: band. It in absorvod
that the intensity of the 420m: band decreases as can/can-~

3* increases. 1-his band in am to the

excitation and aniuion of tho quasi molecular I1" comic:
tormd by two fluorine ions in the vicinity of catia

tration of no

vacancy away from anion vacancy. At low cvmcaatrationl
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of I-Io”. oxlataneo of (v"'r)* camlex and lndopmdcnt V‘
will 91‘?! £180 to both 370nm band and 420nm bmd. M:

higmr dopant concentration. number of V” ma interstitial
r“’ me:-easoa. so that number at (car? complex can
increase thcroby roaming independent V’ position. This

will lower the populauaa of 2;" in the lattice md so the
intensity at 42am band is use for 0.49: at no“ than for
0.2% of no“ and u still less for 1:; o: no“.

(c) 53mm hand

an mots band system appears in the gs.-ea: region

for car, may winch 13 not can in tho emission spectra
at pure Cara. This shows that this band syotun in the

3"" and is in agreaumt with
2 have observed similar

bands for 0.01% and 0.1:: at no“ in car, under Ax’ laser
excitation and ms attributzod this tluoraacazco group to

the transition from 51" and 582 states of E levul to
5:8 state of 1103*. Table 4.2 gives the rexauva intensities
ot various mission peaks at RT and mr.

green region is an to Ho
earner reports. Bane: 1.31 at al

Aaaoeninthortqa, Rrspectrashowatmt
well separated narrow band: at 533.5. 535.9, 540.5. 542.2.
547.6. 549.6. 551.3 and 552.7nm. At R1‘ the hand intensity
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Intmatttn of various emission bands d
carzcuo” (0325):: 111- and :11:

._..._;..k 4...... _..A_._.:_.L 4.44: ___ __-— .—_- ‘—.w —v- ——

mcrgy mt-snotty mtanstty
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4;__4L4..

“‘v7::3°fih (¢_g1, 33.21 (I1) at nartrz) R.“°(3:53 (nth. Z’/I‘
M an _ A unit-.I)* * mtta) M k flfi
552.7 13392 25.1 19.5 0.73
551.3 13133 13.5 7.1 0.33
549.5 13195 20.: 5.6 0.23
547.5 13251 16.5 4.5 0.23
542.2 13443 17.4 7.3 3.45
543.5 13501 13 6.7’ 3.37
535.9 13533 12 -— -3533.5 13744 3.9 - 

_...:._,_.,___é..._
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3"’ increases. This can be

due to concentration quenching. rcabsorption process“ and

decreases as cmcantration of ac

aggregate I-103+ formation.

At INT. out of the inta:-eating features. noted is
that the band intmsity docmaaes conaidcz-ably an cmparad
to R1‘ which shows that decrease in intmsity in not due
to collisional cmmching aims. At HIT. colliaiaxal effect
being less we should expect incrnaae in intensity contrary
to the observation. But in the mvscnt case the total
fluorescmhco intaulity of this great: band is roducod at
LET and also two fluorescmcc lines. specifically at 533.5
and 533.9113 found at RT oven ‘vanish at mr. train the apcct:
it is aim clear that the ratio in which the bud intmaity
decreases in not the cam for all the lines. The intansitie
of all the lines except 552.7mn and Sudan have been reduce
to one-third at :81‘ compared to that at RT while the
intensities at these two bands have boon reamed only by a
lesser amount (sec table 4.2). so we can assume that the
radiation: at 533.5nm and 53S.9nm are reabsorbed thereby
incroasing the intensities at 552.71»: md Mhm bands.

“anal‘rho uucitatiou spectra of car, :80
strong absorption at 370nm and 420nm ¢rig.4.3A & D). The

530nm amnion 1: one to 5:‘-—> 519 and 5s._,—-—=; 5:, at no”
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line structure being me to transition: batman various stark
lcvols. Thole amnion lino: are produced by motor trauafcr
or by the techno:-yuan ot the canton from A outta (which
1: roopouuiblo for the 310nm antsaionl and B cunts! (vhtdu
1: responsible for the «szonm amazon). mum no“ cannon
tratton increases, the intensity at 370nm hand increases
and that of 420m! hand docroasos showing that the flfioresconet

at 530nm at higher 803*’ concentration to mainly (‘MI to
rubaorpttan o£ 420nm antutou. In the ozncitatian spectra
also it 13 sac: that the absorption at 4201:!!! increases at
hiducr no“ caacentration. As «zoom suauaxan has the aura
intensity at R1? and an. 11: is clear that only reabsorpticn
and not mercy transfer is taking place between: B centre

3+. Whoa I-103* concmtratim increases. tin roabootption
affect also increases which explains. the increased intensity

and no

of son: of the fluorescence 11113: at hifiwr concentration.

4.52 ufatin determination

mu dacayttuna at the 3‘70mabandand Gzonmband
arotoundtobeloasthan 10/Usuhich is tholimltotour
experinunt-.a1 set up and hmco could not he dotonnined

accurately.

Decay times of £11101-comet at 53% um 51" and
5820!: 1evn1aa£!io3"1ncar2havobaonIInnI:Idbathat
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RT and art. The decay times of and: of thn'¢$.¢tt distinct
peaks observed in the emission Ipoctra are nnaaurod. ‘nu
variation of litcttmn with R03’ cauccntratiun at RT and
INT for each line is shout: in the tigarc (l‘1g.{.7). In
all the cases the lifetime 1:: found to docreau rapidly
with conccntration. This indicates that than 1: a large
ccntribution from caocmtrattm Dependant Reluuttm
Processes (CDRPJ. A aimilar dopmdcnco of docs}? tint on
concentrattm has been studied by have and Robtnam for

ud” in nag‘. nu cam» can be an to ion-ion interaction
and anetgy migration which my load to resonant and non»
rosanant ion-pair transitions. It is obsorvud in the
present study that the contribution of (map is differcnt
for different mission peaks. It is also noted that for
mosto£tJnpeaJuth|CDRP1nh1gtwratLfl'rthanatR'1'
showing a decrease in litotim at the lows: tenperatura
co@rod to the M410: ttramruo

rho decay time o£ the mission at 552.7nm shows
both concentration and tuaperatnrn dopondunac. ‘rho decay
time at R1‘ to less than that at IE1‘ for all otnccnttatianao
This can be_eas1Il.y understood because at room txoratnro
the contribution tzua the non-radiative nmltlpheum
transitions will be higher. ‘rho decay than 0! ‘mo lines
S51.3nm. 549.6nm and 547.6nm mission are sound to dlcraaoo
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vety fast with ccincentratial. lhroowr. the tirst two
lines have almost the out ltfotlln at RT and INT for
Mme: Ho3"' concentrations (mun as 1* 1: a?a3,as)
This indicates a possibility for 1:!!! docrcau in decay
tin at RT an to tmlttphoncn transitions for those two
lines being chaatod by the increase in daaay tun duo
tocnapatnraotmrodtothaobsorvodonoatlaw. In
other words. the contribution at the CD39 is maximal: for
those levels, whoroaa the decrease in lifottm due to
non-radiattvo mnltiphonon relaxation prouasos are xuininum.

The ccntttbution fron tho CDRP my possibly be less at
RT than at INT‘ for S42.2nm. 540.211!!! md 535.9nm 11110: which

have dacay tints higher at M than at mr. sirntlar
observation has been previously noted in the case of

L.-.n1'3afid3"'”. The lifetime variation at 533.Snm could be
demo only at R!‘ as this emission does not ban considerable
intanaity for lifotinlo meamhta.

Thu eontrastinq behaviour of lttatzlun quenching
observed for sane of the lines at law twtperatura may
possibly dbe due to the accidmtal. matching of transitions.
rrom the  level conuaoxauons at no“ 11-. can be soon

that a cross--jgnlaxatioh to poss1b1o.betueon (st .518)--)(sI‘.51-,)

u-1.9.4.9).  m3‘ ions at 5:‘ level can mm to
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51‘ level so that the correspandinq energy can be 1.1306 to
3"’ ion from the ground state 518 to the low).

1.’. It should be. noted that the «mercy difference
5

excite an R0
5

between 3-‘ and 5:4 is the am as that between
5:8 and 51., \.a-’% 5175 c:n“'1. mus the lifetime quenching
observed for thu flnoreaence lines at 547.6, 542.2 and
S40.5nm in due to the ion pair relaxation. For low
concentrations at 1103*

CUE  BOt.do
in car, than observations have

an increase in lifctim is noted for the inter
mdiato ccucaxtrations for the tluoroscmco masion lines
at 54‘l.6nm. 542.2nm ma 540.5nm. xxtansiw oxpurimental

30' 31 haw established

that. at hismoz: mncmtrations the docay tiw an ahortmod
dut to intoractiau between noiwbauing ions. the increase
in the decay tin! (Fig.4.?) for intermdiatot caicantrations
may be due to mubaozption of the fluorescence radiation.
‘rho rate equation of the aystan in which fluorescence ligat
is reabsorbed is given by

as wall as theoretical invaetiqatiana

% 3 ¢"A(1"B)Ho

where A is total transition probability of the tluotvucinq
lcvul. I its population and B is the traction at tho
nuorucanco radiation reabsorbed”. flu mm at the
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term (1-3) is always less than unity (for 3-1 no fluores
cmco will be oburvudio FRI-I transition probability is
therefore. lower than the true transition probability
and will load to longer decay tines.

At low omccntratiooo. both roabaorption as
wall a ion-ion interaction are noglimblo processes.
mat with the increase in H03’ concentration. the re
ahaorption process may bacon dominant so that the decay
timoa will increase with iucreaal of ccnoaltration. As
the cmcentratioo in further increased a stage will be
roachcd whore tho ion-ion intoractim is the dominant

process. resulting in a decrease in tho decay times.

4.6 calculation of am-radiative efficiency

The fundfital problm of non rodiativo relaxa
tion procoss in rare earth doped crystals is of great
itmortanca in tho waist of its use in solid state lasers.
In solid state lasers aonaitizora are oftm used to improvo
the mission efficiency and in choosing these aeoaitizera.
a maauro of the non radiative relaxation processes iron
the hidunr loved: to the fluoroacing level of the acceptor
ion is of great use.

stimnlatod omission in the grow roqim .(.551.2nm)

has been already observed from car,mo3"’ an to tho



2.25

23
t,_fln“_um 582___> 518. A nlatlvo mason:-mat at tho
non-radlatlw relaxation status from higher excited levels

5
to 32 level mm: to the upper lasing lewl for green
amnion oi car: 1303'’ is done using only tho absorption
and excitation spectra in tin following manner.

not a parallel monochromatic light beam of

lntmalty to (incident flux) be incident on a cxyatal
0: thickness '1‘. The interaction of max lncldont
radiation with mttor is described by the expression

when X in the tnnm.ttod lntcnalty. The abaoa.-bud lntenslty
will be thetatoro.

x°- : - 1° (1-a"“m") (2)

10.. tho nnwbur at photons abaorhod will but 'flm1°'

when /30) 1: tbs ex-acuon oi ptwmus absozbad

1

some of the loan thus oxcaltod will rule: to the tluotuclnq
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level. below. not Yuah he the ratio of mmher oi! ions
in the upper level. ‘rhea

umber of ions releaned -I {nah}; 0,20 (4)

some of the icon will 1.-hm return to the ground state by
radiative transition and the rest of the ions will relax
to ground state by different non-radiative processes.
who radiative emission from the fluorescing level depends

on 11 . the quantum etfioioncy tor radiative transition
to the ground state. Hence the total number o£ photons

emitted '1.‘ can be expreaad on

It " 71{u=»l.fi(7\)zo (5)

1 Elm
Y""" ' qlfiw ' “'1/30») M

‘£00’ ie. I./to can directly be obtained frm the excitation
spectra.

The radiative quantum efficiency

Tl . __2_a.__ ..,,
mm +26...
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when 2 Am is the radiativo trusitiou probability mo
EA", 4» son 13 radiative phu non-radiative transition
probability.

in: tam-r zen - --,--1t- (8)

‘M 5 "  (9)
whore ' ‘C ' is the obaarved utetime 0: the £1119:-aoctng

level and ‘tum’ to the oscillator atrongflz.

subatttutinq equations (8) and (9) in (7)
we get

TL .. 971;! am? no)
Again mbattmttnq the value at «11 £2-an equation (10) in
equation (6) we got.

2.

‘kn. ‘BET 1300 11
‘rho relative valuo of (“an to: tho Ssldm

ouusazon oi.’ my in ca, as calculated am tahulatod in

Table 4.3. ‘mo value at )3“, is obtained Iran eh:
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Relaxation rates to 532 level of car2:Ho3"(1x)
from htdur levels

/\ - ss1.3nm. '1‘- 374,4.

lava). /5W S %A)% Mi 3/u +1. tum____  H  -_,}‘Ev:1%  ,
48Onm(5P3) 03.10 0.15 2.2x10""3 0.000

465mn(5G6) 44.01 0.15 3.400x10"3 1.242

445nm(5r1) 71.03 0.220 3.1ssx10"'3 1.151

usmtsas) 00.02 0.111 1.s32x10"'3 0.050

3e2nm(50 .3x.,) «.74 0.042 a.9eax10"‘ 0.03:
3571110 66.71 0.007 1.304x10"3 0.040

3451110 50.34 0.039 7.'u7x10"‘ 0.020

330nm 53.23 0.03 5.636x10"‘ 0.021
2801101 00.10 0.15 2.2x10"'3 0.000

_,,_
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absorption spectra takm an a cary-14 epectrophotwlter

and 3”” 13 obtained firm the excitation spectra tum
using Amlnao Baum opectmfluoraueter. [300 sad I‘ X)
are tabulated in parentage. ‘rho values of T. A

and tm are the some to: each calculations. In the
present; study Hfnm‘ could not be found out and hence
only a relative value could be obtained. The value of

"R374 /43) demand by :2 laser oxezuuan. and K the
wavelength of fluorescence emission from 5
(551.2nm) in also substituted to am the value of

32 level

‘rue L“ tum"

Iran the table it can he saw that more efficient

relaxation to the 532 level taken place from (586,511) level
at 21505 «'1. It is than clear that for enhancing the

population of the 53, level at no“ by smeltlzatian. the
activator should be so chasm that 11-. should have a level

iron which efficient energy transfer can take place to the

(506,571) level of 1103*.
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rwmsscmc: apnc-nus or ad“ In aura. 8:1’: man an,

5.10 mttodlctioll

rronanboqinnmgorluoruchnoloqytotha
present. day. lid“ in various hoot. lattices has how an
of the moat. pwurtul and tlcadhlo inn: active mntcrialshz.
M: pr.-aunt. there are more than can hmdrod different
arysun dopod um: M“ £0: much amaasm haw been
stimxlatod. ‘mo most tully tuvosttgatod crystals contain
tag 343* to: which the stimulated absozpuon Ipoctra have
been mmuflod with absorption and tluorescmao spectra

are CaWO:.5. Phlbofi and 1411;;

A tamer of lasers haw been operated using the

cubic fltloridn hosts at cu-2. 3:22 and ma. ‘mono crystals
cm be grown with Qxcellont. optical quality by tho

stockbax-gar techniqtna. Among them car: cryutalu haw
ban the most widely used boat. Laser actim in the nut’:
and 82.12 hosts in more dttflaalt to achieve thm in C3134
But of tho various hosts in which lam: actim bu bun
acnzevaa with ad” and the cormspaunng autumn mu
lonqtlu are 1181106 in Table 5.1.
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TBb1Q 5'9 1

Properties 01! was laser crystals with us” Icttvator
2*.“ . “‘ 'v- *“ ;“‘_.._._ *"“~.._“ ““ _.._ “‘ ‘“ ‘“ , .._“‘_‘:j“ f_ ““‘ .._:‘._0C
I-loot 96 of mass» mm Exc1t- Iwnon nun mt
crystal '63-» ton as-atuu attan menu trustacu_ wavu- npurango 1110- an“to: length tin( mu) (K) ( f-U1!) €038)

unboa 0.2.: 1.0345 zoo 0.4-0.9 0.5 ‘r7”,‘:n/,3‘
CaA1‘O., 0.4 1.0786 300 0.5-0.9 0.28 ,. 32

1.12!‘ 2 1.0471 300 0.4-0.9’ 0.5 .. 34
car: 0.4-0.6 1.0448 7? 0.5-0.9 1.1 .. 35
8:32 0.1-0.8 1.0370 295 0.5-0.9 1.25 .. 36“"  77 0.‘-0.9 "'9 pp
LAP: 1'52   0.5-0.9 095 Q;
xarcwoopz 2 0.9137 71 0.5-0.9 0.1: "1-5-‘>‘x,/2 39
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‘there have been several. invnetlgetiane at the

optical spectra oz Rd“ in C-332. The Sntrared fluores
cence has been well described by reosuov’. xm-1° nu
attempted to comare the omerved absorption spectrum
with the plea). gum based at the es%t1on of
a cubic field. In car, 3333*. mission at room temrewre
has been observed at ‘As 1046.1nmu. Later ave more
autumn nae: were nhurved at twereturu from 90°
to 15'Kn. The crysull in which stimulated wissian
was 1.nvust:.qatod contained 0.07 to 1.0% by we or Hd3+

M3‘ can be distributed in car, crystals among
ditferustly £0:-nod centres characterised by unlike spectra.
‘flu formation or any particular optical cmtre depends.
emu other teeters. on the ccacmtrettan oi the activate:

in the car, crystals. me  of the neighbourhood:
of aureront ma” optical amen: 12: car: has been at.-uaud
by means or electron peranegnet-.1: resonance”. ‘mus it
has bean reported that ad“ am be located in :1 crystal
£1016-e:xh.‘l.b:lt1nq tetrael %etry ma two kinds of
rhcnbtc symatrtel. The intensity of the letter was fame!
to increase with the M3‘ ccncentretiou. It wee reportw

by vmcau at .1“ me was M3‘ crystal: mm e lpectmn
corresponding to a cubic crystalline field.
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‘rho absorption. fluorsscazcs and stimulated
mission spectra and the lifetimes of the excited Nd“

state in car, have how investigated by Voronko at 13115.
The crystal tisld splittings in Na“ in car, has been
computed by synek s1: s1“. Table 5.2 gives the stark

levels 0: ad“ in car,. me mchaniun of interaction
of lids’ isns and the nature of ocncentraticn quenching
in Car’. 5:13 me! Bel‘: crystals have been investigated
by Veronica”. They have also assented the lifetime
ot the excited states at various amt-mes of the Eda‘
luifie

caurrenuy ad“ 1: ass of the most widely
used activators in laser cmdsnsed India. Nd3* readily
exhibits stimalatsd emission at room tmaersturss on

the principal ‘:3/,———9‘:n/2 and the additional
‘I3/2-—-9‘I13/2 trsnsitials. mttmsivs spectroscopic
information ecmuxlated by mm»-nus research groups

sngagsd in studying Neodymium doped lass: crystals has
permitted elucidation at the most im-ortmt ramierities
of their properties. which have proved vary useful in the
search for now materials.

Various studies an the properties of Id” are
being carried out by several groups of researchers. ‘ms
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Table 5.2

star): 13-ml: of Rd“ in car: at 77!

81. J stark lava). postttma mariner ofmanifold in ten") °°“"°"°'“"
.~.. ...r_..r__.r——.. ~_ ____ ~.._’.._—,r 7. —, .’..

star}: 133;; at 3, «tag

‘:9’: o. 32. 202. 744 5 4
‘:11/2 19'n.2w4.2o94.21o3.24s2 5 5
45/2 11s94.117o7 2 2
‘r,/2+ ‘s3/2 13541.13s94. 13e3a,137s1 6 4
291/, 23490 1 14as/2 2a1oe.2a2ac 2 2

‘run 2o2e.2os2.2191 6 3
‘:3/2 11582. 11622
“r.,/2+-‘s3/2 134as.137oe. 13712. 13770 G 4‘pm 23415 1 1
4D3,: 38272. 28288 2 2
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81. J stark level positions awn: 0!amuold in {cm-1) commentsTho To%‘x o. 42 5 29/2
4I11/2 2031. 2051. was 5 3
413/, 11502. 11641 2 24 4
Ir,/2+ 33/2 13436. 13502. 13727. 1373: 6 42: 23441 1 11/2

4 .93/, 29231. 23320 2 2
—2“w- —_.~v¢ ~_.—rwt
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temperamro shift and broadening of luminescence and

absorptiaa lines of M“ icn in auoroapauu crystals
are discussed in detail by mnkov It oz“. The behaviour

of the population of the ‘In/3 level of 363+ in glasses
interacting with high power coherent radiatiau is also
reported". Siam at a1’° have obtained zapxcma

fluorescent lifetime at tho ‘I3/2 state at M“. The
concentration quenching and t¢rat1:ro dependency at
the fluorescence at M“ have also new subject: at
considu-$10 interest studied in various hosts“.

In all the above studies only the infrated
fluoreacmco of 1363" are investigated and vary little
studios have been made on the visible tluorescmco oi

3113*. no first report at the absorption and fluorescence
of lid“ in the visible and ultraviolet regima was made
by mum: at 3122. um. wan:-vaticn was made an led”

doped M33 md the exciting area was 1!: laser. fluores
cence has been observed from five levels L.K.D.x md It

in the optical region. ‘may have also studied the

absorption spectra at nu, ad“ in the optical ngian
and have idatitiod a few lines in the region 253.0113
to 3S4.om in addition to the known about-ptiou lpoctmrn
in the visible region. fluorescence was also obaoxnmd

in the region 3s2.ona to 9o1.3nm tram z.nr,axa3* undo:
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as new uncitatiaa. Jamnauz at an” have atuama the
relaacatim rates and aaucmtration quenching of I. and It

lcvoll of Lars :Nd3+.

Latoroonnmorutnvesttgationncnthcuvand
vuv zummoacenm 0! ma” were mpoxtoa". For tin first
tint 3 WV band of emission at _17(.0nm attributed to the
sa 4: transitions of tho no“ ton and duractortsod
by 3 M4!  yield was absolved by nevyathova at all
rtom the about roviow 11: appears that the fluorescence

3+

25

emission  of Ed in Car? 81:22 and Bar: am not
fully imnatiqated in the W and visible raglan under a

like N2 laser.
m the pz.-cant study. ottmg hlua emission has

observed 1:01: car: .1343’ and art, am“ a: )1, laser
flu mun mansion band is also seen in

‘para ma“ with man 1035 $.ntans1ty. no visible fluores
cmeein thobluo region oauldbo obtazlnedaso totho

high mczeaam mm available mu: the n, 1380!’.

O./3103.38?-1150

is .20 nxborilnntal

‘mo fluorescence spectra of Carr 8:1‘: ad Bar:
doped men mend 2:343’ mu chartedntnrutdlzfl‘.

The crystals were excited by an 112-laser (1.5 at/ma) and
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the spectra were tecozdod with the help of at monochx-cantor.

Pm and a chart recorder. while recording the spectra tho
slit widths of the monodumtor were kept at 30//.m tor

srrz :Nd3"'. 320,um tor car, and“ ma ‘740,urn for Bar: and”.
The roaoluttau achievud are therefore o.048nm. 0.51am
and 1.18m: tolpccttvelxh

5 0  Rflflultfl

The fluorescence spcctra more dtartod in the
region 35mm to soomu to: 13; no.3‘ and 2% ad” at 21' and

war. The fluorescence spectrum of car, 3363+ at 1% 13
ahoun in 31.9.5.1. and is iound to but a broad emission
band attending £roIn 409nm to 4:70am. ‘the band cmatnts

of two peaks and could not be mrthcr resolved into lines
oven with very narrow slit width.

The peak positions and the relattva intensities
of.’ the two ‘peaks for 196 and 2% Rd” in car: and also at
RT and mm are given in Table 5.3. For car, doped with
1:: ad“ the peak pouuona are at 425nm and 435m at R1‘
while at an. the new positions of the peaks are at 420nm

and fizsnm. ‘mu emission intensity to also found to
increase at La? compared to RT.
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F1g.5.1 N laser excited fluorescence spectra of2 .
CaF2:Nd3+(1%) at 420nm region. ‘



‘table 5.3
Relative intensities of flalltus at 462% for

1x and 2:: ma“ Ln car,
.; _..._ __ ..._g ._L-.. ‘L44. _.... _.-...._ _......_.__ - ._ _.; TL;
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-—rw~w—_—w~

car2: 343* (190 can-,md"’ (as)Emission zntmsity mission(tn uh. mm» (in ash.lea mite) lenyth units)(mum {ma
R! LIT RI INT B2 II? R3 LI?

425 420 12.1 17.3} 421 425 7.? 9.6

435 425 10.6 15.2 429 429 6.5 B
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For 2% ad”. the band intensity 1s considerably
reduced due to concentration quenching. For these crystals
also the double band appears. The excitation spectra 0!

care sRd3+ show two strong absorptions at 337nm and 3701111:
(Ptg.S.2).

In the presmt study two emission bmds at 370nm

and 420nm have been observed from para Cal‘: and have been
attributed to colour cmtxaa tormd by vacmcy conplexaoa.

(Chapter :1). But to: ca;l‘2:Bd3"' an 31mm amazon band
has not been rccoz-dad. Iran the cauueai-J.an spectra it is
clear: that the 370nm fissim of tho pure crystal. is
absorbed by ma” ions to get owned. the 420nm eudssion
overups the ma“ emission in the same region. Hence 1:
can be concluded that the ad” ions absorb 337nm radiation

of N2 laser ma 370nm mission of pure carz to give the
blue fluoreacmce.

M3‘ tons in MP3. art, and Bar: are reported
to have two main tluoreactng levels at 28420 ad’ and

11450 ¢m.1 1:6 '1‘ho.atrmqest tluorascun-. transitions trm
these levels are at 4121111! (24270 m"1) and 10851111: (7450 and)

reapoctivuly. ‘flu energy level act% for these emissions

are shown in r1q.5.3. ‘me N2 laser fmquaucy 1: about
29.656 an"1. This oxcites the ads’ ion to phenol: coupled
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A , L. 3+Fig.5.2 tncltation spectra of CaF2:Nd at
420nm region.
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stark levels at flue ‘I.’ level of Rd”. The matted stats
than rolaams through nnlustop pmceaus to the ‘K’ level
at ad“. the tranaiizion fran 1:110 '10 zavos. to tho 1cm:
'x' mm: qivus the bluo tluoraacazcu at :4“. P£.g.S.6
sham: the mrgy levels at ma“ ma mo trmalttm
Lnvolvtd in an ebservnd fluotoscmcc at am“.

the appearance at a double band can be either
duo to the overlapping of the 420m: mssim of pure
crystals with the mission of Nd3"' or an to the presence
of am ronbaorpticn processes taking place. The chances
for the  prooeaaas cannot be Iaucludod as the
ma“ 1cn¢ in the ex-ya:-.a1 have a mnrber of static levels

to which roahsorptian can take place. The dasarvod
1ncreaa¢1n1:h¢1.ntcns1tyatm'1'%aredtoR'1‘1a<!::o
to tin decreased probability of non-radiative tr-an siticns
at  tunpcratuna.

‘rho lltetinb of the ¢m.ss1on%bands arc fauna

to Ibo less than 10/cu which is the limit :3: our experi
tnantal sat up. The crystal: do not give any other
fluorescence emission in the viable region.

A. mission spectra

Under £32 laser sanitation sazxm“ is also
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found to givu a strong bias emission. flldl nun tntulot

than carzana” <ug.s.-n. mo nuomsoanoa hand dasorvad
tnthtacaaoalsoiafoundtoconaistottwopoalu. the
punk position being at 417m ma 425m at 3'1’ and at
415nm and 418m: at am. Thus it can be seen that the

peaks are slightly shifted to that high mrgy side in

srrz comarud to Cara. 11:13 is possibly we to the fact
that the taro earth ions are in a stronger £.i.e1d in 5:32
than in ca-32.

In arr: and“ also. tho band tntcuaity increases
by a large mm: at mr and the whole band becomué
narrower. Thus it can he saw that the non-radiative

process 1; highs: in srr3:Nd3"' than in ca:I'2sfld3"'
resulting in a larger taweramre dependence of band

.£n1:.oaa:Lty. The excitation upoctra of this crystal also
revealed absorption: at 337nm and 37011111 ad hence the

ad“ ions an arm: excited by 337nm and from there it
talcum! to the level ‘X’ and transition to ‘X’ level.
give the fluorescence at 420nm region.

‘file fluoresccnoo spectra 9! 8:12 and” show

out more band ayutem at ‘Mm region. to: car2:ud3"'
this hand cysts: could not he dotactod as the tntcnatty

in very weak. Eve: for srrzmd3"' this bad Iyitun is
much weaker compared to the am at now.
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Fig.5.4 N2 laser excited fluorescence spectra of
SrF2:Nd3+(l%) at 420nm region.
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mu spectre our as-r,ara"* at 72am mace are
amreoaaenranamrzorxsaaazxnd”. nledecey
tine neesurenmts are eleo  out. the emission
apectraofboth 1:: ma mud“ in an, etboehimend
114? are shown in r1q..5.5. Fluorescence spectre at

an: ma“ (1%) in the 720m: teqian eonuet of four
intense ('725nm. 729nm. 734nm  745nm) and two week
bands (749nIn ma 74min) at both as‘ and tar. But ear

an-2ma3* (2%) only 725nm. 729nm and 734nm mm are
observed.

‘rho spectre show at-song tlwfiretun and
cmcentratian depwdena. It can be new that when the
Ed“ caucmttatian in higher. the flue:-eecmce intensity
or all the peaks are reduced considerably. It is also
noted that the relative intensity of the 729nm line to
more comared to that one the 125nm line at both the
temperatures for 1% My while the intensity ratto is
reversed for 276 Nd“ at wt.

8. Lttetun measurements

M.£e1::I.ne etudy of this fluoreeomce group also

reveals a strong concaztratim and t¢ratIare depudence.
Lifetime: of the excited states at 343* giving fluorescence
in the ‘mom region is givm in -mm 5.4. hr 1:: ma“
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TBblC 5.4

Lifetime of the united status of ad“ in arr:
..J __. 4.. ._ A: _._..A._ .4. .__L% r— ww v... —w—-— _,_ ‘,.+_% _,_

‘mung mtottnu of «united state (pm)
wavoleaqth 8:1‘ and“ (1%) arr md3"' (2%)RT 131' R‘! IR!’
725:!!! 134 284 83 15
729nm 132 296 89 121.8
734mm 136 292 81 8'7
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in 8:33. the litetimaa of all the states are found to
inc:-can at IE1‘ outed to those at R1‘ showing lea:

of nultiphcnon relaxation prooouco at 1.111‘.

' am-. as the ad“
for 2% lid“) the lifetimes oc an tho status are
déoreaaod tron those for 19: 363*. -mu Ihup decrease
/1: duo to an street of sons omeantmucn Dependant

ouzcaatrntion in increased

fiolaatation Processes (com?) . ‘fin concentration depot
molaxation processes are an to in-ion intonation and
would lead to amount. and non-resonant. ion pair transitions.
the pt-cunt study. it is also observed that at 2% ad“
concentratiaz.

’<‘.,,,(um > ’cmcn~r>

T‘73,,(m-r) :2 T,“ am

Thu clearly indicates that the contribution of cum» it
different tor different excited states. at omtrast. to
the amoral hduwiour. m increase in lifiutim at R‘! is
observed for filo 725nm lino omlparod to its litotim at
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mu‘. This shows that tor this tpocitic aaecitod state
thoctnt:ihI1tioao£cDRPatm‘isIudI1ess eomarodto
that at nrr. similar results have been obtained for L.

x and a xmn an ad“ in ur, 1azuco""’. m the
lino at 734m. howuvor. tho litotinu are afloat equal
at both the tuparauaroa ‘for 2% Rd“ it-.ratia'I.
This indicates a possibility or the inczluo in trunni
tian rate m to tho mxltiphcncn truaaitiau being
oollpensatod by a decrease in the transitia: rat: due to
cnnvatnrtronthcobsenmdratoaturr.

‘rho t%ra1n:ru dopmdonco of the contribution
from the CDRP suggests tho possibility of the highs:
stark levels taking part in the ion pair transitions.
11: is also pouiblo that the phonon usistfi ion pair
tran siticms an contributing Iimiticantly. ‘me various
possible ion pair transitiaul have already been identified

for ad“ in x.ar§1'”.

nu nature of variation oi lifetime of 725nm
line shows that it originated from a distinct level thick
is intluunced by various CDR processes roazlting in a very
high transition rate.

‘me la laser excitation rains Rd“ ion: in
82192 tocIIoo£1:§1ohi¢\er3tarltlcvI.l.no£1.atatewhich
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ls rcpottoa to have 10 star):  . Fran this
level  transfer cm tahn place to I! level either
by  «slated non radiative or by ion pair transl
tlons. non tho energy level amsldoratlons at m’*.
we  ice that there exists a possibility for lot: pal:
u-ansfluouu (I..z) -—> om) (since 2.-It-'1-z). ‘rho 725nm

llucxofthoohaervedapoctrals thereforcduototho
gxansitlmn batman Stark levels at x can and 3 state
wlulo the atlas: lines are an to transition: hotwm
lawn: sun.-x levels at L can and other mm: clectrallc

ltatoapt Ida’. It 13 to ho noted that a blue fluoros
canco tifouauohloxmlhasalaobomohacrvodtortha
name crystal. ‘mo energy levels and tranaltlcns involved

1::  process are shown in Plg.5.6.

‘mo decreaao in lifetime and the increase in

relative intensity at the 725nm line observed at h1¢1
qwcatttatlm and low tlramm indicates’ that the
’mmlmde of non-radiative trmnluans from K level in
very mchileu award to that from other levels.

mm 11: la observud that for sr.-:2 and“ I: lean:
excitation give: two tluoreacuzco bands. one at 420nm ma
tho afltot at 720m: of which mly the first out has bum

car: sud“.
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5.33 narzmd“

‘rho tluorescmco mission from ml“ in Hal‘:
waawxymakcomaandtothatotcarzandsrrz. 1110
omission spectra at In‘ and new were darted and the
spectra at an is shown in l'iq.5.'7. ‘rho emission
spectrum has a peculiar natnro. Almost. all the peaks

coincide with the vibration). bands of H2 which may
appear on to the hifit sensitive detecting system and
£0: charting tin spectra. But in the spoctmm it is
very clear that z-two musics: bands appear with peaks
at new and «Lana. eanpana to the mxsaxoaa at ad“

in Clara’ and srrz than peaks are found to be much more
uhiftofi to shorter wavelength aside. this my pcnaihly

bca.1/ojzotmotactthatinnnra eneua3*1ouaa:.-oandax
tho infilucnco of a atrcngar field than in car, ma srrz.

5,440 cunpmsxan

In amoral. the N: layer «sanitation of H63"
in  8:12 and so: given fluarcscuaoe masim in
blue gtogian ad is found to consist of two peaks. 11:0
eniasfiion bad is due to the tmnsition between ‘X’ level
and ‘X’ level of Nd“. ‘mo tluomsmm afficiancy is

fouhdtobcgraaterinsrrz thanincarz andnarz.
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:2: srrzana“ am more band mm was observed at
720nm region which showed a t.-.%ramro and concentration

dopeudmco. The lttottna away at this band system
indicates the prasmco of 3? taking place in the Iystan.
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GIAPTER VI

rwonnsamn sncraa or car, an-3*

6 0 10
mat of the dtfflmlty riormlly encountered

in studying rare earth doped crystals by optical
spocttolcopy has hon warcom throudz the development
of lasers. Using a narrow bud dye laser it 13 possible
to alocuvoly tacit.» absorption nun of specific
sites in the crystals. All the important. fluoreaconoo

‘B3/3 manifold: for car: 3323'’
have how mvoattqatod by fallout at 01,’. lnntnoaocnco

spectra at 3:3’ inn 1:: car’, 8172 and Bar: single
cryitah have been analysed and a scheme 015 star): levels

of the ‘$3/2 and ‘risk states have been mportcda.
H1119: at all have dons a thorough away cm 8:” doped

arr; and mg. They have observed that in the fluoros
ccnco spectra 0: Sr?’ III”

transition: frm the

unlttphonon and mercy
transfer relaxations are found to tales place and have
noamrod the rates of all the relaxation processes for

reproamtatlvu sites in Cara. arr, and Bar’.

111110: at al. have also studied the fluoroscuwe

transients at durge eompcnoatod sites in Bar: 3313"’
system mud haw observad that clustor sites make an

156
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imortmt contribution to flue:-ucuoo oven at tho
lamat limit at cancmtratdat studied‘. '11:: imortanca

of defect clustering in tho analysts of Bar: 33:3"
opucu spectra 13 rcvicwcd by 3:11.: at :1’.

-mo alatxibutioa ot detect sun in car, m-3*
has been mamrod by noon and wrxqm-.‘ by an selection
spectroscopy and has ‘obtained evidence £0: cluster
control of tho defect. qu111br1a in fluorite auucmn

ex-yaeau. mo fluorascmco from the ‘s3/,—> ‘run
in 3:3’ doped crystal: Ina duo been observed an to

two photon axcuaum from the ‘en’, 1m17. neona
cal ad experlaontal investigations have also been done
to understand two photon wcorption spout:-a o! 8:“ in

car, by Apanasevio at 31°. ‘nay have show: that the
spectrum has a paculiat structure which cutters considera
bly from that of the one photon absorption spectrum.

A Q-switdxod cu-gum-3" nu: has been developed by
Gomlauri at :1’ which gave 0.13:. sons pages at room

tameratauaa. ‘mo output was at 2.8f,un and was than to
the ‘run —-> ‘:13/2 transitions.

rha tluozrescmco at 823* has also been studied

in Vazialll other hosts lflm Naflqlgo. bar? and 3111012.
In the mount study an attempt has hem made to accord
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the fluoreecmce epectte of Cal’: 33:“ (5%) in the
visible range using Na laser excitation. But the
crystals do not give any tluorescmce in the visible
region. Hence in order to comlete the study in

car: 13:“ eleo the fluorescence spectra of the crystal
is recorded with the Xe arc excitation.

6 . 20 Bamerilnentel

rluoteecence spectre of car, ctr“
using an Aminco no spectrofluoroneter. This system

wee tekm

includes an optical unit. e power supply to: the ire
lamp and e photomultiplier rnicrophotometer. The optical
unit of the system has two motor driven monochrclnetora 
one for excitation and the other for woolen. The
optical unit also includes e xenon 1% as e eonrce of
liwt. a constant tmeramre cell coupe:-taunt and e
photonul tiplier tube detector. The Xe leap generates
continuous. high intensity ultraviolet and visible
radiation. The power supply generates eteble electrical
current for the 1%. ‘me photomaltiplier microphoto
meter provides a stable voltage to the par end also it
meinteine a noise free. stable ermlificetiotx of the week
eignel produced by the Pm‘.
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The operation at the system is as tonowl 3
Lidlt firm the xenon 1am in dispersed by the excitation
monochrumtot into manochmtic radiation incident on
the ample. A similar emission mmoalfitor disperses
the fluoreacmce light into the Pm‘. ‘me Pm‘ output is
fed to the phot%tor where it is amplified and the
photometer output is indicated on a taster. flu photo
meter output is also available to the chart recorder.
‘rho exciting and scanning mnochmnato: gratings are
moved by motor driven cams. Potentiometers cumecud
to the gratings supply the wavelength drive for the
recorder. A selector switch enables either excitation
or fluorescence epectzum to be plotted.

6 o 30 Remit:

car, :Er3"’ does not show any visible fluorescence

under N2 laser excitation. Eiuzitetion of car, tar“
under 365nm and 285nm of Xe arc: source exhibits fluores
cmce at 410nm. 460nm, 510nm and 550mm ‘me fluorescence

spectra as caF2nEr3"'. excited by the 285111: and 3651111: are
shown in riga.6.1A and B. The transitions and the inton
aitioa are qivm in ‘table 6.1. The energy level. diagram

of 3:3‘ in cat: is shown in 31.9.6.2.

with the 285nm md 365nm excitation. fluorescence
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Fig,6¢2 Schematic energy level diagram
of Er3+ in CaF?a
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Tflblfi 501

‘rransittau and xnttnstuu or the tlunrucmca
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35/: “d 2*‘9/2
to the ground state ‘:15/2 resulting in tour fluorescence
groups centered around 550nm. Sloan. «am and neon
respectively. of these 55% and 41% lines are
intense while the other two are weak. ‘the 410nm fluoros

oence group in clearly observed under 2853:!!! excitation

while the 550m: fluorescence group is observed under
365nm excitation.

man the crystal is excited by the 285nm
raoietian the :1-3"’ ions are excited to a state higher
than the P level of 315* and from there. by non--radiative

processes they relax to the 1!-I9/2. ‘BSA and 3311/:
levels. The trenaitimu from then levels to the ground

state (‘I15/2) give the to the three fluorescence groups
seen in the spectrum.

Under 365nm excitation. the 410nm mission is

masked partly by moitatim hand. But a new group oi
fluorescence at 550nm is clearly observed. This hand
has not been observed in riq.6.1A as it has been maxed
bythezndorderof the 285nm. moomparingthetuo
spectra. a variation in relative intensity hetwim 510nm
and 460nm emissions is prominently seen. with 285m .
excitation, Sioam fluorescence group is very weak c.-owe:-ed

to 460nm line. But on uniting with the 365nm radiation
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the two bands haw almst that sum! intensity. This

indicates that an exciting men mam the low! ‘rs/3
gets nun populated than 2|-I11/2 giving rise to tntmso
460nm emission %arod to the 510nm unisatah 365nm
excitation. m the other hand. gives rise to both the
omission: in equal intensity and in  to he
duo to m mercy transfer hetwou: ‘F5’: and zflu/2.
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G'B\P'J.'lll.VII

GENERAL CCNCIIISIQS

‘rho msults andc:anc1ua1.ons of the prosmt
investigations are mrmx.-teed in 1:11.13 dtaptor. ‘rho
present study is mainly concéntratod on the viotblc
fluorescence of Ho“. 1363+ and Br“ rare north: in

alkaline earth tluorida hosts (car-2. 8:22 and aura)
using a nitrow laser caecitation.

A nltrom Ian: was fabricated and its
paramotric studies were that carried out. The laser
was {and to qtvi an autput power at 22510! in 8119.
The laser emission spectnnn was also analysed using a
0.5m Jarrell Ash mataochfitar with a grating blazed
at 1800: m was found to consist of a Imwor of
vibrational bands in addition to the 33‘7.1nm band.

The intennttica of the bands were studied by changing
the distance betweaa the lean} head and tho monochrov

nator. It was observed that m mtpufzlcation had
taken place at 331.83nru. 11113 band was observed to

have a mlattve intensity of nearly 29% and was found
to he arising from one of tho nixed vibraticnal levels
of C and C’ states of the molecule.

164
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A serious effort was also made to increase tin

output power of the R2 laser. Apart from the various
design configurations generally e%tod for increasing

the power. additives were added to the H: one for increas
ing the laser power output. ‘the edditivle tried were
vepoure at electrouagative and low ionisation potential.
organic and inorganic solvents having saturated vapour
pressures of the order of a tow torra. of these. u
increase in power oi! about 71.96 was observed with 1-2.

Diohloroothene. 46% with carbon tetredaloride and 41%

with Thionyl chloride. 1.2-Didxloroethme was more

effective in increasing the output power et higher 143
pressures while the power increase with carbon tetra
chloride md Thionylchloride wee found to be uniform
in the pressure range 50-150 torr. It we concluded
that the power mhmont with 1.2-Didaloroothene was

due to the increase in thermal conductivity of a, mole
culee whereas the power increase with carbon tetrachloride
and tmionyl chloride was me to the fest deactivation

processes made possible from the 335° state by vibrational
quenching. some other additives were also tried. In
these experiments. thoum power enhancement could be

achieved. the pulse width was found to increase with the
additives.
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A tluox-«canoe emission npoctotcr m a
lifetime spectrometer warn set up to carry out the
fluorescmce eaqaorinmts. ‘me main components of those
oxpcrinunul sat up vote the laser source. nouoahmomator.
semis holdor (cryostat). PHI. amplifier. signal proct
uinq electronics and moordor. ‘rho source. the omits
holder. amplifier and some of the electronics for noiao
rejcctim were tabrioated.

The fluoreaomon spectra at parts car‘. 311?:
and But: more invootiqatod with the :12 laser excitation.
Though these alkaline earth fluorides are wide band
gap materials. two new emission bands with peaks at
370 and 4203113 were observed for the first time. The

excitation spoctra showed absorption peaks at 305 and
35011:: corresponding to the two mission bands. The
olninaicn bands at 370 and 420m! were observed in the

omission apuctra oi carzzm” 3100. me 370nm hand with
enhanced intusity while the 420nm band showing I
decrease in intensity. These emission bands were 1%
to iniluanoo the characteristic emission of no” ion in

Cara. A pooaiblo mechanism for the origin of those
bands was suggested to be due to colour oantru found

by quasi molecular mmlmuea - (Rl')"' ma (I?) -- near
anion and cation vncmcies prosoni-. in the crystal.
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‘than tluorescmce spectra of C02 trio” in the
3* concentra530nm region were studied for diffs;-mt no

tions md 3100 at both R‘! and HOT. This fluorescence

group oonustw of eiwt wall soparatad narrow bands
at 533.5. 535.9. 540.5. 542.2. 541.6. 549.6. 551.3 and

ssznnm and were an. to the transition from 52‘ ma 55:
levels oi 803* to 5:9 ground state. strong concentration
quenching was obaervod for this fluoroscenco group. ‘rho
litottm study of this fluorescence group also shown!
straw concentration and tellwratnru dependence. The
decay time of all the fission bands were found to

3"’ omcentration anddecrease very rapidly at htdnr Ho
wuconc1udodtohemotot1upreunooo£aoneconc:en
tration dopondont relaxation processes. In tho present
study uiettm quuadunq at low t@ra1::n1:ve  also
observed for most of tin nun. From the «actor level
cuaudorations of 5103*. it in sun that ion-pair mina

tion is possible hats-can £51‘. 513) and (514. 517). ‘the
accidents} matching of transition: and the strong quenching
observed with concuntratian imly that ton-pair relaxation
may be the dominant relaxation Iuohamiam  for
tho CDR proceasea in the syatm. A qtoat deal of research
on tho oonomtratiou and tanparatura quenching of R83‘
ltminesmco was undertalun by several researchers. But
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most of the work was aaucmtratod an 1363*
3+

in Lara.
such observations in no era reported here for tho
filrat tuna.

Nltrom laser cacttatlon of Ida’ in car’,
srrz and Bar: game strong blue mansion and is found
to have greater intensity in arr-2. me mm band
system was observed at nm region for 8:1’: cud“ whldl
consisted at six narrow uudnalm 13%. The variation
of the fluorescence ad lifetime of this fluorescence
group with cancantratlon and taupe:-aturo thaw-Id that
the lntluanco of CDRP to dlffermt far the dlfterent
‘emission peaks. farm the energy level considerations

and excitation spectra it is concluded that the 1!:
laser frequency 29.555 «'1 oxcum the nu” ton to
phonon coupled ntark 'x..' levels ot M3‘. mo can-nun
state than relaxes to '10 state and trmoltlan tron
‘K’ state to lawn: ‘X’ state gives the blue fluorescence
of Rd“ at 420nm region. All the other trmattlona are
also identified.

lltroqen laser mccltatlal of car: uEr3+(59$) did
not give any visible fluorescence. me to the high
cmomtratlon at the dapmt. it is likely that the exalted
lens my mdorqo a umber of rgon-radiative processes. The
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fluorescence or the crystal can therefore studied using
the 285nm and 365nm excitation of the ice are. ‘me spectra
obtained with both the excitation were rated and a
variation in relative intenaity was noted for the «Mount
band. It is inferred that aaergy transfer is possible

between ‘rs/2 and 23111’: level: o! 3:“ which my give
rise to intensity variation.

‘to increase the efficiency of laser crystal:
it is necessary to study the spectroscopic toamms of
these crystals and hence the tut.-.ratian and 

3"'andfld3"areo£turn qumahinq observed for no

importance. aoreover. the absorptim and emission observed
in the present study in the pure alkaline earth fluorides
are also of special interest. since these crystals tint!
applications as laser windows and optical comcneate.
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